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March 28, 1963
J. Smith

Display Production

x Responsibilities: Construction and Checkout of standard displays.
Machine No. Job No. Status Customer

30H=1 5000-8128 Checkout BBN
30D<4 5000-8129 Checkout
30A-14 6000-9304 Checkout ;

30A-15 6000-9305 Construction

31B 5500-9051 Construction

Sub Assembly Status

1 - 30A logic in stock
1 - 30D logic in stock
3 - 30A logics in process

4

Display Production Policy:
2 - 30A display to be in finished goods
1 - 30D display to be in finished goods

q

2 - 30A sub-assemblies to be in stock

@ 2 - 30D sub-assemblies to be in stock

It is the inventory policy of display production to
have available in finished goods (2) 30A and (1) 30D available
for immediate shipment. In addition, sub-assemblies which
include logic, resistor stacks, heat sink assemblies and
component plates will be available in stock. Sub-assemblies
for (2) 30A and (2) 30D will be stocked.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 28, 1963
SUBJECT Boston Bar Association Discussions on

Legal Problems of Doing Business AbroadTO FROM
Harlan Anderson George O'Dea

Jack Barnard called this moming and said that the Boston Bar Association
is holding a discussion on Saturday, April 13 at 9:15 a.m. in the Statler Hotel
on the Legal Problems of Doing Business Abroad.

The conversations will deal mostly with the common market countries and
while definitely law oriented would probably have some benefit from the business
point of view to ourselves (at least Jack feels it would). 1 plan on attending,
do you feel that you could make the conference also?

'he
- George O'Dea

GO 'D:ncs

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



March 28/63J. Smith

Maq. Tape Production

Responsibilities: Construction and Checkout of standard Mag.
Tape Units.

Machine No. Job No. Status Customer
50-76 7000-9174 F.G.
50-77 7000-9205 F.G.
50-78 7000-9615 Construction
(3) ITT Duplex 50 Units Checkout

52 EN 2398 (ITT Blue) F.G.
52 4000-8792 Checkout

Sub-Assembly Status
1 - 50 Simplex logic assembly
1 - 52 Control logic assembly

Maq. Tape Production Policy:
3- Tape unit type 50 simplex to be in finished goods,

Mag. Tape Control Type 52 to be in finished goods.1

- Tape unit 50 logic sub-assemblies in stock.
Tape Control 52 logic sub-assembly in stock.t

It is the inventory policy of Mag. Tape Production to have
available in finished goods (3) tape units type 50 and (1) Tape
Control Type 52. In addition sub-assemblies for (3) tape units
and (1) tape control will be stocked.



Machine No.

34
35
36
39
40
41

22
37
I}

Machine No.

42
43
44
45
46

PDP-1 COMPUTER PRODUCTION

In Checkout

Job No.

9000-5129
9000-5863
9000-5864
9000-7435
9000-7741
9000-7742

On Loan

9000-5865

Customer

NSA
CRC

Princeton
L.L.
Adams

In Process

Job No.

9000-8126
9000-8127
9000-9414
9000-9415

Production Start

1/14/63
2/18/63
3/18/63
4/15/63

March 28/63
J. Smith

Completion Date

4/15/63
5/20/63
6/17/63
7/15/63



Machine No.

8
10
11
12
13
15
14
16

Machine No.

17
18
19
20
21

PDP-4 COMPUTER PRODUCTION

In Checkout

Job No. Customer

8000-7718
8000-8060
8000-8061
8000-8570
8000-8571
EN 2499 Foxboro
8000-8782
8000-8783

On Loan

Mass. Gen.5

In Process

Job No. Production Start Completion Date

8000-9739
8000-9740

4/15/63 6/10/63
4/29/63 6/24/63

March 28/63
J. Smith



March 28/63
J. Smith

PDP-1

As of the end of April, there will be eleven PDP-1'sin various stages of construction not committed to customerorders. Of these eleven, two are out on loan, one to Princeton,the other to Lincoln Lab., leaving a total of nine. The lastof these nine will be delivered to Checkout on 7/15/63. There
are major components (readers, punches, and typewriters) on orderfor all these machines. Major components have not been orderedfor machines with Production Start dates of later than the endof April.

If production is halted on PDP-1 computers, it would take
approximately eight weeks from production start date to once
again deliver computers to Checkout.

PDP-4

As of the end of April, there will be thirteen PDP-4's
in various stages of construction not committed to customer
orders. Of these thirteen, one is out on loan to Mass. Gen.,
leaving a total of twelve. The last of these twelve will be
delivered to Checkout on 6/24/63. Major components are on order
for all machines except the last four.

If production is halted on PDP-4 computers, it would take
approximately six weeks from production start date to once againdeliver computers to Checkout.
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WORK SCHGDUME - PDP~4

1 5/1 6/1 7/1 9/1 10/1 12/1

7/8 7/22

e
4/15 5/27 6/10

4/29 5/20. 6/10 6/24

5/27 6/17

6/17

#20

#21 7

#22
5/13 6/3 6/24 7/8

#22
:

4

W/L

7/29 8/12

9/22 8/12 8/26

7/15 8/5 8/26 93/9

7/29 8/19 9/9 9/23

8/19

7/8
$25

724

8/93 9/30 10/14

9/2 9/23 10/14 16/28
A

9/16 10/7 10/28 11/11

9/30

10/14 1/4 12/25 12/

#829

ALD

10/2 13/25
#32

10/28 12/5
Final Const.
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TO: M. Sandler

bse to Finished Goods

PDP-1

Machine No.

22
34
35
36
37
39
40
41

Total Value in Process (Both)

Job No.

EN 2239
9000-5129
9000-5863
9000-5864
9000-5865
9000-7435
9000-7741
9000-7742

FROM: J. Smith

DATE: March 26, 1963

as of 2/28/63

$ Value

26,254.04
14,697.70
15,325.07
14,014.09
15,791.26
14,054.18
14,110.11
12,482.65

Total Vulue in Process
Total Value on Loan
Total Value in Process (Sold) 14,014.09

PDP=-4

EN 2385
8000-7718
8000-7719
8000-8061
8000-8570
8000-8571
EN 2499

8,000.00
6,908.08
8,546.68
7,838.77
6,872.16
3,865.72
792.26

Total Value in Process
Total Value on Loan
Total Value in Process (Sold)

Total

Total. Value on Loan (Both)
Total Vulue Sold (Both)

Total (Both)

96,581.12
50,045.30
14,806.35

161,432.77

Princeton

C.R.C.
L.L. :

70,669.71
42,045.30 :

126,729.10Total

Mass. Gen.5
8

10
11
12
13
15

25,911.41
8,000.00
792.26

34,703.67

DIGITAL CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM :

SUBJECT Computer for SDC
TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Gordon Bell

Harlan Anderson

DATE March 28, 19€3

1. Field Expansion to 256 sequences is allowed. This Includes everything except
PA's,

2. Interested in cost and availability of 800 card/minute reader.

3. If Ben designs special Interface will DEC build and assist in checkout of these?

4. Can the Input mixer and output distributor In the 256 channel system for teletypes
be increased to 8 lines (from 5). This would enable a general device (including
new teletype) to be connected,

5. Can the regular input mixer be 8 sets of lines.

6. Cann extra typewriter be connected to look like a teletype? (Some slight logic
modification is necessary)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO K. Olsen

H, Anderson
W. Hindle
R, Best
S. Olsen
N. Mozzarese
D. Morse
S. Grover
S. Lambert
R. Boisvert
R. Saveli
All Sales Personnel

~

bean set at $5, 150.

RFM/jr

DATE March 28, 1963

FROMR, F. Maxey

:

The price of the Automatic Multiply and Divide (Type 10) has

ch

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 3-25-63
SUBJECT Computer for LRL

To Gordon Bell FROM Ken Larsen

Dear Gordon

I have been talking with the people at LRL with respect to
the features that they would like to see in a future machine. They
are quite interested in obtaining an expanded version of a PDP-3
and they are most interested in giving their ideas to help us write
specifications for a new machine.

I am attaching two sales call reports which cover my conver-
sations with them. I hope they are clear to you.

George Michaels and Norm Handy extended the invitation to you
to have you and the person who will be assigned the responsibility for
programming to visit them. We can gain from their knowledge of com
puters and programming experience. They have what they consider to be
a most efficient FORTRAN Compiler for the STRETCH, and would like to
see its features incorporated in the FORTRAN supplied with a new
computer.

Sincerely,

Ken
ce 3 1

zareseAL
Te Shnson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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MEMORANDUM

SU

TO

DATE March 22, 1963

BJECT Engineering Programming Requirements

Computer Guidance Committee FRO Leonard M. Hantman

l. The
group, discuss its requirements, and discuss a method for implementing them.

purpose of this memorandum is to briefly define the engineering programming

2. The engineering programming group 1S defined as that group of programmers which
will work directly with the engineers during the initial design, testing, debugging and
demonstrating of prototype equipment. The group will produce programs which can, if
desired, be incorporated into check-out and acceptance tests, and will produce the
programs for such "in-house" functions as module testing, back panel wiring and other
machine aided design problems. Some of the specific functions are given in para. 4D.

The group is to be distinguished from both the check-out group which will produce
programs for the final check-out and acceptance tests as well as tests for existing equipment,
and from Harrison Morse's group which will produce systems programs for the customer him-
self. It should be noted that the closest type of interaction between the three groups is
both necessary and desirable.

3. Currently the areas which require programming from an engineering standpoint in-
clude the following: (The reader can probably add a few of his own.)

A. Incremental scope and allied generators
B. Microtape and allied controls
C. Module tester
D. Serial Drum
E. Data Channel, and allied tape drives
F. Back Panel wiring
G. Two new computers
H. New core memories :

4, Since it is quite obvious that more personnel and greater responsibility for the

production of engineering programming is required, it is suggested that the following steps
be taken:

A. The immediate hiring of at least three (3) additional programmers with experience
in programming in-out devices, and able to converse, at least basically, with
engineers concerning the logical and programming design of equipment.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSES
*
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B. These programmers should be directiy responsible io myself, and indirectly
responsible to the head of the engineerinc department.

C. In the fuiure, as specifications for new equipment are formulated they should
be presented to the head of the engineering programming group, together with
approximate daies foi completion of the .ardware and readiness for computer
testing.

D. The responsibility for assignment of the cquipmeni to a particular proc ier
and for the production of the items below should be my own. As usua

project engineer will have the overall rsponsibility for seeing that the ecuip-
ment is iested and documented before deiivery to the check-out grour. The
individual programmer will be required to do the following:

ni

1. Write any programs necessary to initially "est the enuioment om line.

2. When the hardware is ready, to work directly with the responsible
engineer in designing and running simple programs for immediate use

in getting tne equipment "on the air" and working out any design and
or programming bugs in the larger tests. in effect he will "hold the

engineer's hand" to get the equipment going and redesign the "programmers
manual" as required.

3. Write all immediare demonstration programs for various shows and possible
customer demonstrations. These will not include the systems type of

programming for the customer, or large scale demonstrations required by
the sales department.

4, Upon completion of on-line testing, the programs should be written for

All necessary machine language tapes will be kept in an up to date

library.

use by the check-out section if desired, od for the engineering group.

5. Acomplete description of the equipment from a programming standpoint
(i.e. an enlargement of the original specifications) i.cluding technical

information, [OT commands, timing problems, and possible exampies of

simple instruction sequences should be made available to the Morse

progromming group and the check-out section. The Morse group should

be able to make up any programs or subroutines necessary from a systems

standpoint, from the information supplied. (It is quite probably that

much of the original design specification came from that group, cad as

stated, close liason will always oe necessary.) With the possible ex-

ception of some maintenance and diagnosite programs, all programs given
to the customer should come from the Morse group.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION -
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5. Note that unless new personnel are hired almost immediately, programmers will
have to be borrowed from the Morse group, which is probably overburdened already. The
alternative would be the dropping of som eof the items listed in paragraph 4D, and the
present state of insufficiency will continue.

6. Note also that there will be a demand for at least a part-time Flexowriter operator
and/or additional Flexowriters in the engineering area. Eventually there should also be
a PDP-4 in the area also.

lam now working on the programs necessary for the in-7. For information purposes,
cremental scope, microtape, and module tester myself, and a commitment was made to
produce the test programs for the ; erial drum. If the drum is ready on schedule , and as

already suggested, the incrementc| scope and module tester are to be ready for the show
in May, things will be hectic to say the least. Unless additional help is receivec, any
more commitments on my part will be nigh onto impossible until early June 1963.

2

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT >
TS



COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

DRAFT OF MICROTAPE LITERATURE FOR SHOW

by

TOM STOCKEBRAND

Jerry Hamilton
Russ Doane
Roland Boisvert
Dick Best
Ken Olsen
Win Hindle
etc.
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SUMMARY OF SIMPLE CONTROL

Uses accumulator as 1/0 buffer

Command A; rev, connect, write

Command B; unit (0 no unit deselect)
Start delay by program

Mark track read to Linc bit
Info tracks 1,2,3 read to AC 5,11,17

Info track 1,2,3, written from AC 0,6,12

AC wust be cleared each word

Linc must be cleared each line

Machine must halt 1) after loading or shifting buffer prior to each line written 2) after
unloading (clearing) buffer prior to each line read.

J NFO

lyr $24,



MICROTAPE FOR PDP-4 COMPUTER

This simple tape system is an outgrowth of work at MIT Lincoln Lab on a large
and on small tape system for a laboratory computer *. It records and reads on a
tape which has been pre-marked with location and address information. This allows
exact addressing and replacement of information on the tape without the need to re-
write the entire tape. It also allows individual tapes to be labeled directly with
with their own number. Channels are redundantly recorded; The Manchester or phase
modulation scheme is used; The Transport mechanism is kept extremely simple and uses
a guiding system which allows very long tape life.

The utility of this tape system lies in its emphasis on convenience and simplicity
plus the normal advantage of tape - hi density storage. The small reels hold plenty
of data for many uses -- 160,000 words of programming (20 bit words), 2% hours of 10
cps 1% analog data (8 bit samples, 40 per second), the information on 5000 punched cards
(6 bits per column), 500,000 teletype characters, etc.

The MICRO TAPE transport consists simply of two motors which drive tape back and
forth past a 10 track head, switching to connect the head leads to a 5 channel bus, and
switching to connect appropriate voltages to the motors depending on the commands, GO,
REVERSE and SELECT. In addition, manual control switches are provided for manuvering
the tape and for write lock out (this is somewhat redundant since, with fixed addressing,
any block can be protected individually by a code in the addressing information for that
block).

This transport (2 per mechanical assembly) is hooked to the computer through a
TAPE CONTROL unit which can be, and is, as simple as 30 plug in units. More control
complexity buys more freedom for the computer. (Autom@tic search by the hardware,
more buffering -- for less frequent access etc.) Hardware complexity can be kept down +-
by using the MARK track to its fullest advantage - @ reasonably elaborate pattern re-
corded there will allow the elimination of Word Counter, for example: 'Two controls are
offered. One is very simple the other is more costly and of more complexity. Each is
set up to allow the programming of a search for a tape address followed by the transfer
of a block information to or from the machine. The simpler control demands 100% of the

computers time during searching and transfer while the second demands only a few instruc-
tion times each time a block is passed (every 60 milliseconds at 256 18-bit words per
block) plus about 1/6 of the computers time during block transfer.

The data rate of this machine is about 360 microseconds per word in this model.
It takes about .1 seconds or 3" of tape to start or stop. This type tape system involves
hi ratios of search time to transfer time in many applications since the entire tape need

not be rewritten to change data in one location. Tape speed is 40 ips. Three million
bits are stored on the 34" reels at 400 bits per inch. To traverse a reel takes about
a minute. Future machines will go faster, have several speeds. The tape transport and

reading acheme works bi-directionally though simplifications of control do result when

transfering ig done in one direction only. Searching is always bi-directional unless
one is restricted to search always from one end of the tape.

* A computer integrated, tape system

W.J.C.C 1958



The format used on microtape can be outlined as follows:

FORMAT

BLOCK BLOCK

Number)
BLOCK BLOCK END ZONE
n-l n (tape number)

ZONE
1 2(Tape

The 250° of tape is broken into end zones and blocks of information separated by
interblock zones in which synchronizing and addressing information are located.

There are no "inter-recorded gaps". The interblock zones are about .096 inches
long (depending on format details).

Acloser look at the tape in the region one interblock zone is shown below

INTER BLOCK ZONE
(no writing allowed)

DATA LAST CHECK GUARD GUARD REV
WORD DATA SUM ORD WORD BLOCK BLOCK BLOCK SKIP cope pata WORD WORD

INTER ABS WRITE REY FIRST DATA DATA

WORD NUMBER DUMY NUMBER B° WORD SUM WORD
:

:

TAPE TAPE #.

N N+ 1

The tape is :divided down its whole length into word-sized sections called slots.
These slots are used to store data words, check sum words, address coding, end zone
information and so on. This segmentation is done by marks in a serial coded mark track.

codes similar to that shown below. In the end zone, MARKS are substituted for DATA
If the tape has three infomation channels, six 3-bit lines (like characters) of tape
are needed to store one word, Therefore, the mark track consits of series of six-bit

MARKS and tape reel numbers are recorded as data.

CONR CR FST DATA MEKSKIP MK

Fiming Track :

L L LOLOL ORLMark Track

3 4Info 1 j 2 6

82

3 29120 7

Extended tape Showing
address (block bit Check sun DATA

locationnumber & tape
given wd Write code
in-a



Using the tape ordinarily consists of a search for the block of interest followed by
a transfer of the block of information desired. This can be done by reading the mark track
bit-by-bit as (in the simplest control) until the right patterns are found, then seekingthe correct address, or a hardware mark detector can be employed (as in the bigger control)to ease the programing burden.

SIMPLE CONTROL TYPE 550

The control for this tape aystem is as simple as it can be made. It requires pro-
gramming 100% of the computer's time during both search and transfer opérations. It uses
the accumulator itself AS the input-output buffer and requires that the program cause the
computer to halt to be restarted by pulses from the tape system

-- in order to accomplishits synchronization. The following is an intreduction to the control and how it operates
followed by a description. of the reading end writing system.

The simple' control is blocked out below: COMPUTER

READ7 shift

WRITERS 3 lines
o

Write

ONIT

Timing LREADER

time pulses 17 clear
Mark.

Info.
READERS Read

3 lines :

:

Motion
Relavs

WRITE7

CONNECT
Control

Select



It accepta a 3 bit command to CONNECT transfer pulses to machine, READ or WRITE, and
go FORWARD or REVERSE. A second command describes which unit (of 7) is to be selected.If unit 0 is selected, all motion ceases. The expectation is that select and start infor-
mation is given along with a disconnect. After the unit is up to speed a CONNECTION is
made. From now on the action is that the program should stop to be restarted by pulses
from the tape system whenever data is inserted into the accumulator. Eventually a select
zero and disconnect are given and the unti is stopped.

4

The system uses the Manchester Recording Scheme. Figure 1 shows the importantcharacteristics of this system and illustrates a section of the circuitry needed to write
on the tape. Written on the tape in the first place is a timing track which consists of
a series of equally spaced flux reversal which are written closely enough together so that
the voltage read back by the head is an approximate sine-wave. It is used like a series of

1 spocket holes to establish accurate position information on the tape. As the tape sweeps
past the head the sine-wave of voltage generated by the head which is readiaug the timing
track is amplified and sqaured by the timing track reader whose output is illustrated on
the third line of the figure, this sqaure wave is turned into pulses called, arbitrarily,
TPO & TPl. These pulses are used to alternately load and complement the write register to
preduce the correct flux on the tape. In this system a 1 written on the tape consists of a
flux reversal in a particular direction while a rero is a flux reversal in the oppposite
direction. The current shown in the figure might represent first a "1" and then a "O" as
labeled. If a second 1 were to have been written then the current would be as shown in
the dotted lines in line 5. When later during the read process the flux produced by this
current is moved past the head, it produces voltage bumps as shown in line 8. This, when
amplified and squared, can be strobed by the TP1 produced at that time to find out whether a
1 or a 0 was written. The machinery for writing is shown in fig. 2
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT ENGINEERING BULLETINS
DATE March 21, 1963

TO TP Lists A, C & D FROM Jack Atwood

The attached sheets are product information bulletins
on new modules and accessories. They are based on the write-ups
submitted to the Sales Department throug. Don White.

The bulletins have not been prepared in final catalog form either
because the products are not for sale or because complete details,
product photographs or finished diagrams are not readily available.
As additional information on these or other products becomes
available, additional bulletins wili be issued in this same pre-
liminary form. We hope this procedure will permit a rapid feed~
back of information to Sales and Engineering.

Any information you think should be added to these bulletins may be

e given directly to Jennifex Johnsen, who is handling the project.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Upcoming DEC Visit to AEC

TO

DATE March 21, 1963

N, Mazzarese FROM Pete Bonner
S. Olsen
H. Anderson

Miss Alice Hodnett (Ext. 271) of the AEC is expecting your visit
on Monday, March 25, at 2:00 P. M. to discuss the quantity purchase
of computing systems by AEC,

The following address is where Miss Hodnett is located:

Atomic Energy Commission
376 Hudson Street
New York 14, New York

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE: March 20, 1963

ENGINEERING CHANGE NOTICE/PRODUCTION RELEASE NOTICE PROCEDURE

FROM: Donald White

Engineering changes and production releases are handled in a very similar manner.

The PR requires a tester, data sheet and circuit description (plus engineering time). Otherwise, the

procedure is the same for both.

Changes and releases officially start with the issuing of "paperwork".
Five or six copies of the notice are made by the engineering secretary; the larger number is made when

a new etched board is required. These copies are distributed as follows:

l.

an
a

Fk
W

N
D

Original (yellow) accompanies model and is initialed as various

steps are completed.
One copy (yellow) is made, accompanies layout to silk screening .

One copy (yellow) to Sales.

One copy (white) to Quality Control .

One copy (white) for Drafting - filing.
One copy (white) retained by Engineering Secretary and inserted in

Change Notice Book .

The secretary assigns the serial number, the rest of the information should be provided by the person

issuing the notice. The easiest way to do this is to fill out a notice longhand. Remember, you must

check a box to have the work done.

A marked-up print or a sketch is supplied by the originator and accompanies the typed original. On

all marked-up prints, red pencil denotes deletion and green pencil gives additions. From the secretary

the notice now automatically goes to Don White for approval. No further action takes place until the

notice is approved. if there are suggestions or changes these will either be done correcting the drawing

(in the event of an obvious error) or made in consultation with the originator. If a radical change is

necessary, the entire circuit can be redrawn without reissuing the paperwork. The paperwork now goes

back to the secretary, who distributes the other copies and sends the original (and one copy jis a new} board is required) to Drafting for circuit schematic changes and new etched board layout if needed .
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The Drafting Department performs the necessary work, usually without consulting the originator.
f layout is critical, a note to this effect should appear on the paperwork. Drafting will then contact

the originator of the.notice. When the layout and circuit schematic have been checked by Drafting,
the schematic is signed by the engineer for a production release, or by Don White for an engineering

change. The layout and extra copy go to silk screening, and the original paperwork and a print of

the schematic goes on to George Gerelds.

George keeps a record of the PR and EC's in circulation in the engineering department and should be

advised when paperwork is obsoleted or sent on to Quality Control. The Model Shop then builds or

modifies the model. The model is tested at -20° C, room temperature and +55° C by Model Shop

personnel. When a tester has not been made, it is designed by the originator, built by the Model

Shop and checked out by the originator .

The test data sheet is also designed by the originator, and sent to Jim Cudmore in Quality Control.

There the data sheet is reviewed, typed, and then presented to Don White for his approval and initials.
@ Only when his approval is received are the final sheets made. As a result, two precautions are suggested

for people initiating production releases:

1. Design your tester before you receive the model. Have it built, if possible.
2. Make three zerox copies of your rough data sheet. These rough data sheets

can then be used for the temperature tests.

When a tester and data sheet are designed, a test procedure sheet should be made up. The purpose

of this sheet is to explain to the technician how to test the module. Forms (sepias) are available from

Don White. Two prints of the completed sheet are sent to Quality Control (Jim Cudmore), and the

original is filed with the circuit schematic and tester schematic in Drafting. It is the responsibility

of any person changing the tests to update the tester schematic test data sheet and test procedure

sheets.

Modules are ready to send to Quality Control when the heat test is satisfactory. Modules with pre-

viously determined specs shouid pass at all three temperatures unless approved by Dick Best, Don White,

the originator. New modules for which no specs are set will be determined by Dick Best, Don White a

or the originator of the production release. All modules then go to George Gerelds who sends them to

Quality Control.
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Quality Control will refuse to accept any module lacking paperwork, tester or temperature test .

This ruling may be circumvented in extreme cases, but it is hardly worth the effort. All modules

are given a visual inspection before passing the module on to Production. This inspection includes

a comparison with the circuit schematic to check component values.

The modules then go to Production (Cy Kendrick) for parts list. Upon completion of parts list,
which will include a count of component values, the paperwork is sent directly to the Engineering

Secretary.

At the time the paperwork is issued, a card is placed on a board in Engineering. This card remains

up until the form is completely signed and returned to the Secretary. (If the Secretary receives an

incomplete form, she will pass it back to the originator for action.) The card is then taken down,

and the signed original replaces the white copy in the PR and EC book. A card file by module number

is also kept, giving the serial number of all changes under a given module number.

If a production release gets as far as Engineering and requires change, the proper method is to

obsolete the old release and issue a new release. Simply mark up the schematic attached to the old

release, attach it to the new release and mark:

"Obsolete. See PR # on the old release. The Secretary will

insert the number.

"Supercedes PR# on the new release. You can call out the old

number on the rough draft.

Never throw away the original notice. Follow the above method of obsoleting releases until the module

is signed off by production. Then changes are made by engineering change notices.

in situations where changes are urgent, call Jim Cudmore. Quality Control will consult with Maynard

Sandler or Cy Kendrick and determine the best way to make the change on modules in Production.

@ Quality Control also follows the first production lot. They test the first lot, and review the test

specifications which are set by Engineering. They are responsible for keeping the various test specifi-

cation books up to date.



Unit Name & No.:

Parts Added:

Parts Deleted:

Stock Disposition::

Change Description:

Reason for Change:

Originator:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

ENGINEERING CHANGE NOTICE

Date:

PRODUCTION RELEASE No.

Approved: Date:

Page .4-

Charge to EN

Action Required New No., Action Taken, Date, Etc.

Circuit Schematic

Etched Board

Etched Board Model

Model for Eng. Test

Parts List

Temperature Check

Test Data Sheet

Tester

Quality Control

Circuit Description



Circuit Schematic -

Etched Board -

Etched Board Model -

Model for Eng. Test -

Parts List -

Temperature Check -

Test Data Sheet -

@ Tester -

Quality Control -

Circuit Description -

Page -5 -

Signed by Drafting Department upon completion of schematic.

Signed by Drafting when layout complete and checked.

Signed by Model Shop when board has been received.

Engineering Change: Signed by Model Shop when board works

af room temperature.

Production Release: Same as above, but may be signed by originator.

Signed by production when parts list is complete.

Signed by Model Shop or originator when data has been taken and

approved at -20°C and +55°C.

Signed by originator when he sends rough draft to Quality Control .

Signed by originator when tester is checked out.

Signed by Quality Control when model has been inspected and is

satisfactory.

Signed by originator when form describing module and showing logic

diagram is completed and sent to Sales.
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When this release obsoletes a prior one, the notation Production

should be added: "Obsoletes PR # a x xp > ><] >< Release

Otherwise no special notes are necessar y

All spaces such as parts added, etc., should be filled Engineering
x< > xout. See text. Change

(with board change)

EngineeringSame as for EC with board change.

Change><

(no board change)

Change description: "Place circuit on inactive list." Obsolete

Module
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FLOW DIAGRAM

Engineering Change

Mark up print of CS

Initiate paperwork
(CC: Sales, Drafting, QC)

Drafting - schematics,

@ board if necessary
Silk Screening
make board

Model Shop -
construct and test model _ _ _ - _

Quality Control -
recheck and inspect model

return paperwork
Production - to

Secretary
parts list Engineering
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FLOW DIAGRAM

Preliminary Engineering Production Release

sketch of ckt
schematic

Initiate paperwork
(CC: Sales, Drafting, Q )

Drafting - board Silk Screening
and schematics make board

Model Shop -
construct model@

Engineer
test model

Obsolete
original
paperwork

Duplicate
Ckt Descrip. data To QC Type,

sheet for rev approveEngineer - design tester& Logic Dia
to Sales data sheet, TPS

Temperature Test

model shop Engineer Production
construct checkout test

ester

(Engineering)

Quality Control
inpsect

Production- Return paperwork to

parts list Engineering Secretary

(if Incompletely Signed)
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MEGINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

e- Buyers are able to concentrate on negotiating, analysis of

DATE March 20, 1963
SUBJECT Contxactual and Blanket Crder Agreements
TO Warks Committee FROMHenry Crouse

Contract buying and blanket ordering, the two variations of
long term buying agreements are proposed herein,

The primary intent of these precurement tools are to take
ull advantage of a vendor's operational efficiencies gained by
planned production techniques, applied to non-inventory as well
as inventory materials,

These approaches to material procurement insures; lowest
possible material cost, availability of material for a specified
time, shortest possible lead time, reduction of inventory levels
by sharing actual materials with vendor, and effective control
over large purchases,

quality performance, service, and potential new vendors, rather
than restricted by clerical functions,

BLANKET ORDER PURCHASES

APPLICATION:

Materials of the expense element catagory are to be
purchased yithin the scope of this system when consistency
of use is indicated, ie, fasteners, hardware, metal parts,
wire, etc.
OPERATION s

A Purchase Order is issued on the first of each month to
the approved vendor.

A copy of the following "Blanket Order Agreement * shali
be included with the Purchase Orders

1. Only items that appear on attached list are authorized
to be procured against this order, All others will be
returneé to seller at seller's expense.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION » MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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2. Only approved Digital Equipment Corporation
personnel as indicated may request releases
against this Purchase Order,

3. Seller to invoice on a monthly basis, invoices tolist purchase order number and release assigned,
4. This agreement may be cancelled upon thirty (30) dayswritten notice by either party.
5. Any substitution of material listed will require

prior approval.
6. Approved Digital Equipment Corporation personnel

are as follows
II CONTRACT PURCHASERS

APPLICATION 3

All materials with an expected life at least six
months and adequate volume/to gain either availability
or cost advantages shall be examined in light of applying
the Contractual Purchasing System. Only those materials
with @ proven record of acceptance, specifically quality,
shall warrant consideration.

OPERATION

The Inventory Control Section after usage analysis
establishes the quantity of material to be ordered. The
Purchasing Department then negotiates with a vendor
stipulating unusual terms and conditions so that they are
definite to the point of making any misunderstanding
impossible. Since only written provisions are binding to
beth parties, a Contractual Order will have an acknowledge~
ment copy signed by the vendor and any revisions of the
order signed by the vendor.

The Purchase Order will states
1. Price of material and any provisions applying to pricing,

such as
A, Price based on market price at date of shipment

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
~
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with reference to method of determining the
"Market Price", A maximum price level shall be
determined and noted on the face of the
purchase order.

B, Sliding scale agreement with a fixed maximun
price so that decreasing price structure may
be applied.

Cc. I seller wished to retain a provision that he
may increase prices, a thirty day or more period
of notification to Digital Equipment Corporation
prior to the effective increase for acceptance
er texmination by Digital Equipment Corporation,
This clause should read, "Digital Equipment
Corporation shall have the right to cancel this
contract at any time in the event that such price
revisions are not satisfactory to
Digital Equipment Corporation with no cancellation
cost,"

2. Quantity of material ordered with specific notes to
acceptable under or overshipments against individual
releases, Maximum limits shall be established and neted
on the face of the order. Excessive shipments against
releases shall be returned to vendor. The total quantity
of the order shall not be exceded unless specifically
agreed upon causing a revision of the order, Material
shall not be accepted from the vendor unless a definite
release is issued.

3, The time period the order will be effective -- "This
order will be completed over an approximate twelve
month period, beginning__

4. Description of material shall be clear to the point no
misunderstanding is possible. Specific instructions such
as Vendor Specifications, Part. Number, Prints, Test Reports,
Standards, Certifications and Digital Equipment
Corporation's Sgseifications shall accompany the
Blanket Order.

5. The total dollars invoiced are not to exceed dollars,

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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6. Protective Clauses
A, Termination The following clause shall be

ineluded; "In the event only a partial ofthis order is filled due to tha termination
at the convenience of Digital Equipment
Corporation, the price will revert to the
increment price of that quantity received
per your quotation dated
The exact price schedule shall be included
on the Blanket Order,

B, The vendor shall give notice of material
availability change thirty days prior to the
effective date of change

Digital Equipment Corporation shall have
cancellation privileges for nonperformance

apt where nonperformance is due to acts
beyond the vendors control, ie. Acts of God
etc,

7. Warranties of material shall be specifically stated
if not covered by general terms and conditions.

8, Cancellation due to any cause shall be discussed with
the vendor, Appropriate steps to terminate the contract
ares

A. Notification to vender of pending termination. v

B, Discussion of liabilities,
Agreement to conditions of termination.

D, Termination in writing acknowledged by vendor,

MECHANICS. OF THR SYSTEM

An order is issued to the vendor and individual seleases
Yhe releases shall beare issued against the order,

numbered so that each shipment can be identified, The
inventory Control Section initiates a requisition and a
release is issued to the vender by the Purchasing Department.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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FORMAT

A standard Digital Equipment Corporation purchase order
form #0F178 revised shall be uged, unless the total dollar
value or unique characterletics of the material warrant a
apecific "contract", A contract shail contain all the
general terms and conditions of a standard purchase order,
the special negotiated terms and conditions, and concur by
application with the policy established herein.

Henry J, Crouse

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE March 19, 1963
SUBJECT
TO K. Olsen FROM Arthur H, Noll 119
ee: H. Andersen

S. Olesen
H. Morse
G. Bell
N. Mazzorese

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

On Friday the 15th ofMoreh o delegation from DEC accompanied a group from Fexboro,
Netick to the Fitchburg Paper Company te discuss the timing and Implementotion of o
business option fer a process contro! system.

Persons present at the meeting:

Fitchburg:
Me G ° Wel lece aed e President
Mr. R. T. Morquort Asst Trecsurer
Mr. A. Hollander Asst. to the President
Mr. H. Simpson Head of Tab Room

Emat & Ernst (Auditors to Fitchburg)
Mr. Sptkker
Me. Haynes

Foxboro:
Mr. R. Sonnenfeidt General Maneger
Mr. R. Fine
Mr. 0. MacAvin Head of Programming

DEC
Mr. H. Anderson Vice President
Mr. H. Morse Progromming
Me. A. Hall Computer Design Engineer

Operctions

Preliminary conventions between Foxboro-DEC and Fitchburg, mostly through Mr.
Hollonder, had given us the impression that Fitchburg wished te time shore data processing
and process control, beth te be operational at chout the time.

Foxbore-DEC had their reservations about this eppreach, preferring te deel directly with
the process contro! problems and then loter implement the data processing with Fitchburg
having responsibility for this part of the system and programming.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Mr. Walloce and Mr. Spikker shared attitude tewerd the data processing ond

preferred te add this part of the system up to a yeor ofter the process centre! Is

operational]. Thelr first concern to get three of thelr poper-making machines en
full (and later, centro!).

it seems, however, thet befere Fitchburg will make a definite commitment en the
entire system they would like te have estimate fram Foxboro-DEC the general
manner In which we would hondle data processing requirements. They would alse
the te know wha? equipment will be necessary, what percent of computer time will
be used ond whet the possibilities of expansion ore. Towerd this end the following
notes were mode present ond proposed Fitchburg data processing leod.

Atpresent ployed; the Directar (Mr. impson) three girls full-time, ene

lecse one of the full-time girls and empley the holf-time a fu l-time basis.full-time, and one ond one girl part-time. in the future they expect te re-

1, 2key punches
2. a 100)
3. akey punch verifier
4. 2 402 printers
5. } 083 sorter
6. 1 078 celloter
7. 1 352 Interpreter
8. 1 604 calculoter
9. 1 519 summery punch

This equipment 8 hva/dey and 5 days/week. @ peck lead of 10 additional

hours per week for « period of 4 - 5 weeks during Jonwary.

They expect in the future te reduce equipment cherges by eliminating reducing the

capacity ef ene 402, eliminating a key punch, reducing the capacity of o 604 and

eliminating the mork sensing feature of ths 3}9-

The werk presently being eecompilehedby the Tab Reom is fellews:by

Cheek processing
Time keeping

Ther 3 different pay cotegeries and 3 different divisions (350

weekly, 100 monthly, 70 special)

Agcounts Receivable
350-400 accounts ective

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Accounts Payable
1000 occounts

Sales Analysts Reporting
2000 cards/month (weekly, semi-monthly & monthly)

Personnel Records
A 100 choracter record per person (net including payroll)

lnventery Accounting
Row material 2000 cords monthly
Finished products 5000 cards monthly

Stores inventory
4,500 items now (2000 trensoctions/month)
6,000 te 7,000 items loter

Seles Analysis
Cost Accounting
Sales Ces?
Material Cost
Budgets
Expenses
Ete.

Plant Acceenting (starts befere end of May
Depreciation

Fexboro-DEC left the meeting with the feeling thet we end Fitchburg were much

n agreement in objectives and methods than had suspected.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Software for yse S7 Coniro: 6 sottware volta Control x :iv

TO .K. Olsen S. Lambert Roland Soisvert
H. Anderson D. Morse
G, Bell A. Kotok
B, Beckman T. Stockebrand
J. Atwood Hantman
J. Shields

There nas been no definite decisizn as to the amount of software provided and what
tTais software will be on either tape canivol. | would like to call a meeting, therefore,
Thursday morning at 10:00 in Harlan Anderson's office to discuss this. The purpose of
the meeting is to consider a proposal providing all new 1O gear with software in

appropriate customer usage format, DECAL, MACRO, FORTRAN, etc.

Alternative A.

In brief, | propose that the basic srogramming manual be written by the responsible
engineer at which time it is turned over to Dit Morse group for conversion of all basic

Alternative B,

That all future diagnostic programming be cone oy the engineering prog: ..m group
and these programs be listed and distributed a: a function of present Program Library.

:

subroutines to customer usage language. That D rewrite the manual sogroup program
that it contains conversion instrucriozs, along DEC Library specified conversion
program appropriate for different C TNAP DECAL, MACRO, etc.

EQUIPMEN CORP + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSTAL



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE HMarch 19, 1963
SUBJECT 3644 Discount
TO K. Olsen FROM N, Mazzarese

OPH, Anderson
G. Sell
A. Hall
All Sales Personne!

tt has cane to my attention thet IBM is no longer offering a 60%
Edueational discount. They now offer only 20%. This, of course, will
be a great help to us in selling the POP-4 to educational institutions,
espacially agoins? the 1620.

NM/ie

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFIC:

DATE March 15, 1963
SUBJECT Conference at Massachusetts General Hospital
TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Gerry Moore

Purpose of Conference: To discuss problems in computer programat M. G. H.

Confereess: Dr. Frank Ervin, M.G.H.
Dr. Sol Aronow, M.G.H.
Dr. John Myhill, M.G.H.
Mr. Stephen Lorch, M.G.H.
Mr. Vincent Foxworthy, M. G. H.
Mr. Gerald T. Moore, DEC

The time is rapidly approaching when M.G.H. must decide whether
they will retain the PDp-4 beyond the one year free loan period.If they wish to retain thecomputer they must soon begin the prepara-tion of a grant request to N.I.H. Naturally, the proposal to N.I.H.
must substantiate the need for the computer at M.G.H. Since I feel
so much of our success in the bio-medical field will depend upon
the success of this pilot installation, I believe it is extremely
important to take stock at this time to evaluate problems that
exist with respect to the M.G.H. installation.

:

So far computer usage at M.G.H. has not been sufficient to easily
justify the PDp-4 in an N.I.H. proposal. Frank Ervin has said that,
had they purchased the machine, they would have to admit that at
this point they are losing money.

The reason for this is largely because they have not learned to
effectively use the computer. With the exception of Vincent Fox-
worthy, there is no one at the hospital that has a good knowledge
of programming, and the PDp-4. Foxworthy will very likely be
leaving shortly for a higher paid position with IBM. Dr. John
Myhill is learning programming, but he is just a beginner. His
research keeps him busy and he cannot afford to become tied up very
heavily in programming problems.

Dr. Myhill's position is typical of many at the hospital. The
researchers who would be using the computer will require a high
degree of program versatility in their work. They will be constantly
modifying programs or writing new ones. And yet, they cannot afford
to take time from the main effort of their research work to get
involved in long programming jobs. Programming must be extremely
simple for them. Hence, Fortran is a most important tool. They are
very anxious to obtain Fortran from us. Dr. Myhill, in learning to
do some PDP-4 programming, wrote an excercise program which takes
a group of scrambled numbers in successive storage registers and
reorders the numbers in ascending order. The program, together with

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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teletype input and output routines and decimal-to-octal-to-decimal
conversions, required about three pages of Flexo typescript. Dr.
Myhill had some previous Fortran programming experience and saidthat he could have written the same program in Fortran language

:

with seven statements.
Steve Lorch has been teaching a course in PDP-4 programming at M.G.H.for several weeks. Nearly 50 attended his first session.
Attendance has gradually dropped off to the point where only 3 or
4 attend. He attributes this to the difficulty of programming the
PDP-4 in machine, or assembler, language. He believes he would
have maintained much more interest if he had had Fortran available.
Myhill and Lorch think that without Fortran 2, 3 or 4 people at
M.G.H. will be interested in using the PDp-4. with Fortran perhaps

" Dr. Frank Ervin says that the largest seller of computers in the
bio-medical field has been CDC with the 160A. He attributes this)
to the availability of Fortran for the 160A.

Dr. Sol Aranow says that even he might consider programming the
-Ppp-4 when Fortran becomes available.
The reason I have mentioned the remarks of all these people is not
simply to provide an argument in favor of writing a Fortran com-
piler for ppp-4. I realize, of course, that we are presently doing
just that. I merely mention these cases to demonstrate the
importance of maintaining a high priority on Fortran and of
releasing any useful section of Fortran as soon as possible.

Other software problems exist at M.G.H. which can be solved prior
to the availability of Fortran. Some subroutines which are
required now are: exponential routine, natural logarithm routine,
and arc tangent routine; all with double precision and floating
point. It is my intention to start, with your permission, on
Monday, March 18, spending a major portion of my time at M.G.H..
I will plan to help them write the routines that they need and will
arrange consultations for them with our programmers as required.

Irrespective of any help I can give them or any help Fortran will
be to them, M.G.H. will still have a software problem. When
Foxworthy leaves, they will have no one who is very knowledgable
in programming. Ervin and Aronow suggested three possibilities to
correct this situation:
1. DEC could assign a programmer to work full time at M.G.H. at

DEC's expense for the next few weeks.

2. M.G.H. could hire a programmer, perhaps with DEC's help.

3. M.G.H. could retain Foxworthy if DEC would subsidize his
salary. This would cost DEC about $100. per month.

1

:

:

20 or 30 people will be interested in using it.

:

:

:

:

4

:

:

q
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M.G.H. is going to need someone on their staff who can program and
Who will be responsible for the proper care and feeding of the
computer. I would like to urge upon them the second alternate above.I believe that their software problems will be licked with a greater
consequent usage of the computer:

If I spend time helping them with their routines (with
backup from our programming staff);
If Fortran is available to them soon; and

If they can be induced to hire a programmer whose sole
responsibility is the Ppp-4.

Their problems are not entirely in the field of software. Much of
the work they have in mind to do requires extensive use of multiply
and divide subroutines. Since they do not have the Extended
Arithmetic Unit, computing time builds up fast. This factor is,of course, particularly important in real time applications. Con-
sequently, they would like to have the Extended Arithmetic Unit.I suggest that we install this unit in the computer as soon as can
be arranged.
Frank Ervin also sees the need coming for tape storage. He saysthat the X-ray diffraction work, for example, will require storageof large quantities of data. In this respect, I suggest that for
now we indicate a willingness to lend a DEC Tape Unit to them fortrial. we should tell them that we will make a firm commitment as
soon as we know what deliveries we can promise on DEC TAPES. I
would like to point out that such a loan would likely be for only
about two months. DEC TAPES probably will not be delivered until
September and M.G.H.'s free year's lease terminates in November.

:
:

:

:

:

:

:

a

:
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Digitronic Reader Heads
DATE March 14, 1963

SUBJECT
TO Bob Beckman

Nick Mazzarese
FROM Bob Hughes

We have a lot of trouble with Digitronig readers
because the 1N2175 photo-diodes in the head were
very temperature sensitive and had poor signal to
noise ratio. When Texas Instruments brought out
the LS-400 (they also made the 1N2175) Digitronicsswitched over to this device and found that it was
sa good (the signal to noise ratio is one order of
magnitude better than the 1N2175) that they found
they could get rid of the plastic lens that they
had used in the old heads. They agreed to replace
any of the units that we were having trouble with,
and we replaced a certain number of heads I don't
know how many) but I notice we are having a highincidence of trouble with readers in the field.
There is a lot of lens readjustment and there are
service calls for tape readers which result in no
trouble being found.
I sugpest that we should seriously consider replacing
the heads in all of the machines in the field.

ecs Anderson
S. Olsen
D. Best
H, Crouse
E. Harwood
A. Blumenthal
L. Prentice
B. Savell

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECTMuffin fans
DATE March 14, 1963

TO Bob Beckman
Nick Mazzarese

FROM Bob Hughes

We have made some life tests on muffin fans operatingin an oven at 55° C and found that at 4000 hours one
fan stopped and the other fan suffered speed loss.
When the fan stops, there is a rapid temperature rise
in the winding and it will burn out. When we oiled
these fans, they worked as good as new again,
I suggest that we oil these fans when we do preventative
Maintenance on our computers and that we encouragecustomers to oil them if they don't have a maintenance
contract with us. All the fans that we use are mounted
in such a way that the fan must be taken off of its
mount to oil it.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SDC Automatic CommunicatiorfBATE 14 March 1963
Control PDP-1 for Q32 ComputerSUBJECT

To N. Mazzarese FROM Ted G. Johnson, WCO
H. Anderson
H. Morse

I. Systems Diagram and Description (see Fig. 1)

The PDP-1 will be used to control communication to and from
the Q32 Computer to a large number of In-Out devices (starting at
50 or 100, skeptical but hopeful for further expansion).

Communication/data flow will actually take place between
the Q32 Intermediate Core, which now acts as their In/Out
Interface, and the PDP-1 (connected in turn to the I/O devices).
Flow between the Q32 In-Core and PDP-1 can be considered as data.
The control and data processing program will be stored in PDP-1 cove.

The Q32 is a 48 bit word machine. The In-Core has 16K 48-bit
words and will communicate with the Q32 CP and Main Memory during
only a small (.01%) of Q32 time. Memory cycle time is 2.5 micro-
seconds (Nice).

Present thinking is to consider transfers between In-Core
and PDP-1 as 6-bit (character) or 18-bit parallel transfers.
In so doing, the In-Core will basically be (to the PDP-1) a
character store, and the PDP-1 interconnection will have to
select 6~bit or 18-bit "bites". They would like to have the
In-Core addressable, i.e., treated as extended memory to the
PDP-1.

The registers in the In-Core System are:
50 bit Memory Buffer (48 + 2 parity bits, one for each

half word)
15 bit Memory Address Register (14 bits + 1 parity)

The Q32 is basically a pulse machine, and its pulses are

just about our 10 mc. pulse (40 ns., -3kv, less than 1 v. O.S.)

The 2.5 usec. R/W cycle has 16 evenly spaced pulses through-
out the cycle. I believe TPp is start cycle, TP is start of
Read, TP 1 2 is start of Write. Bothhalves of word have associa-
ted odd parity and both must be satisfied during parity check
in the cycle.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Control PDP-1 for Q32 Computer
SDC Automatic Communications - 2 - 14 March 1963

Apparently the actual core size seen by PDP-1 will be 8k,
based on a 4K PDP-l. If there is need for expansion, bothwill be increased.

In the 6 bit (character) mode, which will presumably take up
most of the data transfers and storage, each 48 bit word will
have 8 "bites", filling a full Q32 word.

In the 18 bit (PDP-1 word size) mode, 18 bits will be placed
in each half-word, filling 36 bits of the 48. This requirement
for transfers and storage could be more extensive than seen to
date if they work Yery much with Light Guns, Displays and Mag-
netic Tape.

Functions to be performed on incoming I/O data by PDP-1:

1. Interrupt PDP-1
2. Transfer to PDP-1

I/o 3. Compare (examine) characters to see if they are any of
8 special action characters or are one of 6 deletableto

PDP characters (Carriage Return, Line Feed, etc.)
4. Convert to standard code (Hollerith) for any of two

or three codes.
5. Interrupt from Q32
6. Initiate Output Transfer on Interrupt to PDP-1 from

Q32 Q32 In-Core.
to 7. Convert

PDP 8. Transfer
9. Interrupt (signal) Q32 by PDP-l.

Types of I/O (Generally arranged by levels of priority):
1. Dataphone (block transfers)
2. TTY
3. Typ
4. Light Gun
5. Initiate (new user signalling entry)
6. Outputs

As seen to date, they will not want to interrupt within one level
of priorities (i.e., Dataphone won't interrupt Dataphone).
(I don't see this, assume design objective is not to allow TTY
to interrupt Dataphone but allow all processing of all channels).

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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SDC Automatic Communications - 3- 14 March 1963
Control PDP-1 for Q32 Computer

The Q32 In-Core will be divided into Channel locations, possibly
160 chaxacters (20 words) per channel.

A major problem will be working with IBM on modifications of
Q32 Control function and possibly gating of Memory Adders and
Memory Buffer.
As I see this, each cycle that will mean a transfer between
In-Core and PDP-1 MB will take place between PDP-1 MB and 932
In-Core MB. All 48 bits (or possibly half-word-24 bits) will
be held in the In-Core MB and logic-interface will select the
appropriate bite. For example, to transfer a character from
PDP-1 .to Q32, the Q32 will read out a word to its MB when told
by PDP-1 adders (MA-extended), and the bite select logic ex-
tension of the Memory Adders (PDP-1) will jam: transfer into
the Q32 word in one of 8 bite locations. This scheme, followed
through, would seem to allow for consideration of Q32 core as
PDP core with only logic considerations involved, if timing can
be worked out.

It would appear that the PDP-1 could be slaved to the Q32 cycle
very neatly, although this didn't occur to me at the time of
our discussion.

They will want a rough quote and estimated delivery on:

l. 4K CP
2. 100 Channels of Line Unit character buffered)

devices.
3. Q32 In-Core Control (Expansion of Memory Addressing

System and Logical Interconnection between Memory
Systems).

Also, by item, they want quotes on:

1. IBM 729IV Tape Units
2. Line Printers (Holly and/or Analex)
3. Card Reader
4. Card Punch
5. Displays and Light Pen (hot indicated, but presume

possible interest).
Seems a shame that we couldn't do the drum-display work too, and

We could have a Q32 smothered with PDP-1combine this effort.
Interface Equipment. "ed!

MAYNARD, MASSA CHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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DATE March 14, 1963

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Revisions of Twelve Month Forecast
TO Ken Olsen FROM George O'Dea

Harlan Anderson i Dick Mills

! realize that one of your complaints about the present form of the Twelve
Month Forecast ts the fact that, at best, it only describes the conditions under a
given set of circumstances,

Within the accuracy of any forecast of economic conditions, It can be
altered in a matter of hours to approximate the consequences of any other chosen
set of circumstances.

As an example, the attached copy of the Forecast Issued 3/5 has been
revised to Indicate the probable cash strains of Failing to realize the Fiscal '64
portion of the Sales Budget by 10%. The answer fs we'll need to borrow $600K
rather than the $200K originally Forecast.

How accurate is this answer? In terms of cash balance It could be off a
quarter of a million dollars at most - probably it will not miss that badly -well
within our present line of credit at the Shawmut - not to mention AR&D.

Why such confidence In face of the fact that previous forecasts have gone
so much out of line?

Firstly, the biggest cash distorting factor this year has been Inventory In-
put. Maynard responded beautifully to last Autumn's Inventory pressure. These in-
put figures are just plain better than they used fo be.

Why then figure a possible quarter of a million dollar cash variance?
Strictly because of expenses. We're really guessing when we talk S, G&A, and
Co. Sponsored Engineering. Were it not for Internal Revenue automatically cutting
ony P&L error in half, we'd need to double the range of cash variance.

Dick and Bob Dill are presently working on a Budgeting System which should
chop this variance into a more reasonable package. Until they're set, the Forecast
of expenses is just a hope.

One last bogey man is the possible conflict between the new computers

worse off,

being developed - and the old ones on inventory. The basic forecast of 3/5
paid lip service fo this hazard by cutting $55K out of computer margins during
the period 7/1/'63 thru 1/31/'64, If this proves inadequate then we're that much

George O'Dea
GO'D:nes
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT Trip Report - Chicago Area

February 18 to 22, 1963
TO H. Anderson FROM John Koudela, Jr.

G. Bell
S. Olsen
N. Mazzarese

This trip involved direct and indirect computer sales efforts, computer market
information collection, and checks on the employment availability of certain
personnel.

The schedule for the week turned-out as follows:

Mon. 18 A.M. None
P.M. Harold Rymer

William Powers
Dearborn Observatory
Astronomy Department
Northwestern University
Evanston, Tllinois

Tue. 19 A.M. Warren Cordell
Charles Curry
A.C. Nielson Co.
Chicago, Illinois

P.M. Herman Nelson
Research and Development Department
American Oil Co.
Whiting, Tndiana

Wed. 20 A.M. Ben Zeidman
Donald Hodges
Physics Division
Argonne Labs
Lemont, Illinois

P.M. Henry Thacher
Reactor Engineering Division
Argonne Labs
Lemont, Illinois

Thu. 21 A.M. None
P.M. Kenneth Andresen

Computing Center
Armour Research Foundation
Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago, Illinois
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Fri. 22 A.M. Al Friedman
Robert Zieman

. Autonetics Industrial Products
Chicago, Tllinois

P.M. Gilbert Krulee
Dept. of Industrial Engineering
The Technical Institute
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

Dearborn Observatory - Northwestern

1.

ae

Greater than 50 percent probability of getting an order for a large PDP-)
Computer System.

Have a signed AF Contract with definitely budgeted funds for complex
system to perform Astro-graphic Analysis.

3. The data gathering system will consist of 12, sky-scanning, 35 mm cameras
and will be located at an Air Force Base in Arizona. Each night, 7 days
a week, for a 12-hour period, each camera will produce 20 inches of film
consisting of 150 fields or frames. This film will be flown each day to
the Dearborn Observatory where it will be processed and analyzed. The
analysis will be performed by a film reader with an appropriate control
and high-speed buffer, interfaced with a PDP-4 system. Analysis must
take place in real time, that is, 23 seconds per field.

4, The contract allows a 2 1/2 to 3 year development period. It is necessary
for us, therefore, to lease the PDP-4 system for a 3-year period at not
more than approximately 85,000 dollars per year including compete main-
tenance (this is the budgeted amount for the computer system - not including
the cameras, film reader, and film reader control-buffer-interface ).
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5. The PDP-4 Computer System is to consist of the following:

PDP-48, with 16K Memory $10550
Additional 16K Memory 60, 000
Extended Arith Unit 9,150
Real Time Option 8 » 000
Card Reader 14,900
Mag Tape Transport (1) 18,000
Mag Tape Control (57) 16,800
Typewriter T, 000
Paper Tape Punch 5,000
DEC-Tape (pair) and Control

( semi-auto w/auto search) 18,000
Total Purchase Price $261,850

Price with 15% discount $222 , 572.50
Chandler's monthly rate 30.75 per thousand
based on 6 3/4% simple interest 8,051.89

Maintenance .05/12 of total 1,091.05

Total monthly lease $ 9,142.94
Total yearly lease $109,715.28

Total yearly lease with 15% discount $ 95,221.92

6. Northwestern will design the film reader and its control or let us do it
if we so desire.

Te Obstacles to the Sale

a) The total yearly lease computed in item 5 above exceeds their
budgeted amount by about 24,700 dollars. The solutions to this
obstacle are mostly in their hands. My only suggestion to them
was to write an educational discount justification letter to
Andy. They assured me that such a letter would be forthcoming.
Merely as an aid to evaluating a possible discount, it is inter-
esting to note that a 15% discount would reduce the total yearly
lease, including maintenance to 95,221.92 dollars which perhaps

On thewould be sufficiently close to their budgeted $85, 000.
other hand, since this deal is tied to an Air Force contract, can
an educational discount be involved at all?

b) The ensuing 4-hour discussion did not reveal any signs of competi-
tion on this job. I suspect, however, that they are indeed looking
at other computers. I feel, also, that to date, we are highly fa-
vored.

8. The important sales strategy to pursue with this prospect is as follows:

a) low-cost mass storage of star catalogs with DEC-tape.

the application, if any, of our knowledge of and the similarities
b)

between Northwestern's proposed system and PEPR and Fredkin's
film readers.
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the other strong interest for a PDP-4 at the Technical Institute
of Northwestern (described later) whereby quantity discount and
program interchange factors come into play.

9. Todo: I have fairly detailed specks for their system. These should be
evaluated to:

a) make certain the PDP-4 rather than the PDP-1 can do the job and
how well in terms of time,

b) find out to what extent the ideas in PEPR and Fredkin's film
readers would be helpful and relate this information to Northwestern,

) determine whether or not we should propose to supply the film
reader and control, just the control, or just the computer system,
and

a) prepare and submit a firm price and technical proposal to
Northwestern.

A. GC. Nielson

1. Thisecompany collects, prepares, and distributes primary data (statistically
speaking) covering the radio and TV fields. Secondarily, they conduct
special surveys and analyze the data therefrom concerning consumer products
and services. They are an outstanding leader in their field.

2. They have the following computers:

i} Honeywell 400
Honeywell 800

Univae II
1) IBM 1410

3. They are not currently a prospect for additional computer equipment.

4. The best possibility of their becoming a prospect to DEC is if they decide
on on-line control and data collection of their TV auto-meter sampling
system. This is a system used for establishing TV program ratings. It is
interesting to note that one of their better competitors in this area
(American Research Bureau - Arbitron, Beltsville, Maryland and N.Y.C.) has
been using an online rating system for about two years.

5. Todo: follow-up quarterly with Chuck Curry, Vice President of Engineering.
He has complete PDP-1 and PDP-4 information and has, in 4 sense, left the
door open to be kept abreast of future equipment developments at DEC.

American Oil

1. The R and D Department of American Oil is not currently a prospect for a

computer.
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2 They are in the process of replacing an IBM 704 for an IBM 7094.Dr. Nelson, in charge of this central computing facility, is respected
He can andby all other departments for his knowledge of computers.

does, therefore, influence the choice of computers anywhere at the American
Oil Research Center at Whiting.

36 To do: follow-up quarterly. Dr. Nelson has complete PDP-1 and PDP-4+
information and should be kept abreast of future equipment developmentsat DEC.

Argonne ~ Low Energy Physics

i. This Argonne Group is actively in the process of acquiring a computer for
physics research including multi-dimensional, analysis and data reduction.

2 They are a prospect in the sense that funds are available and budgeted
and a small- to medium-sized computer will definitely be obtained.

3. fhe required equipment configuration is as follows:

Computer with 4K core
Paper Tape Reader and Punch Typewriter
Cal-Comp Plotter (29.5 inch)
Program Interrupt Capability (not specified exactly)
Direct Data Input (e.g., through AC or IO in our case )
Card Punch (nominal speed)
Card Reader (nominal speed)
Mag Tape Control Unit (200 cpi, 15KC)
(2) Mag Tape Transports (Potter 0.K.)
Additional 12K Core Memory
Floating Point Hardware or Software
150 lpm Printer

h, Operating FORTRAN must be available at time of delivery.

5. Lease is mandatory; can only commit money one-year-at-a-time.

6. Gave them the following price estimates based on a 3-year lease period
and including complete maintenance:

PDP-1 System $9,557 per month
PDP- System $8»6SO per month

Te Their computer evaluation to date has been based on a long, confidential
internal memo prepared by the Applied Math Division (Bill Millerts group).
Four computers are compared in this memo and are considered to be in the

DEC computers are not included.price and capability range for the job.
The low-energy physies group had not heard of our computers, but we know

the Applied Math group has. We were probably not included in the compari-
son because of our higher lease price and lack of a reasonable l-year lease
plan.
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8. Although a l-year lease plan appears to be desired, the memo
prices for periods longer than 1 year:

gave lease

a) IBM 1620 (has already been eliminated)
b) CDC 160A $7,700 per month for 40 months)

a) SDS-920 ($7,500 per month for 33 months)
) ASI 210 »100 per month for 40 months)

All prices include maintenance.

9. To do: To be considered, we should, as soon as possible, submit a firm
price quote for a PDP-4 system with the shortest practical lease prtee. period '

I concluded that in spite of the restrictions noted above, there is some
chance of doing a "sales job" here and hence the possibility of a sale.
To be stressed, of course, is the fact that our lease price detiavs allows
for 2h-hour per day, 7 days per week usage.

Estimated Price Quote

Item PDP-1 PDP-4

Computer w/16K

RIO 8,000

300 lpm w/buffer 28,000 ~ 28,000
Totals $27 240 50,590

maintenance .05/12 per month 1,151.00 1,045.38
Total monthly $9,556.98 $8,679.96

P. T. Reader, Punch Typewriter $160, 000
Cal-Comp 29 1/2"

$117,000
12,000 12,0

AU 9,150
Card Punch & Control (100) 20,500
Card Reader & Control (200)

20,500
14,900 14,900
7,000 (54) 7,500 (51)MICU

(2) MET (Gf discount on ea. ) 33,840 33, 840

8,405.98 T, 634.583 year lease /o maintenance
$30.43 per thou

Advantages: 24 hr/day, 7 days/wk usage

At end of 36 months, buy entire system for 9p: PDP-1 $2h ,861.60
PpP-4. $22,580.10

10. Saw ASI - 210 now in physics department. Met and talked with Don Hodges
and two ASI field engineers. A mag tape control unit and one tape transport
(Potter 906 - II ~ 1) was being installed. Recently finished was a rather
major machine modification to take greater advantage of the 210's 2 us

memory cycle time. Almost al] instruction times have been reduced. Add,
for example, now takes 6 us total. The ASI field engineers indicated that
this modification would be standard on all future 210's. Hodges and others

stressed the fact that they were extremely pleased with the ASI 210.
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Argonne - Reactor Engineering

1. This was primarily a market survey cal] rather than a sales call.
Dr. Thacher is highly informed in the areas of computers, programming,
and mathematics.
considered.

His suggestions and opinions should be carefully

2. Argonne has apparently given up with IBM. They have given an order to
CDC for (1) 3600 and (3) 1604 computers. The 3600 and one of the 160's
will be housed in a new building soon to be built (these will be under the
jurisdiction of the Applied Math Division). This 160A will perform 1/0
support for the 3600. Another 160A will replace an LGP-30, which has been
operating for 4 1/2 years, in the Reactor Engineering Division. The other
160A will be in the Physics Division. All three 160A's will have a fair
amount of on-line I/O gear.

3. Dr. Thacher confirmed the fact that Argonne personnel using the ASI-210
are extremely happy with it and with the service they are getting from ASI.

4, Much of Thacher's work is in the area of numerical analysis. He, therefore,
tends to rank computers according to their arithmetic capabilities. His
ranking criteria in order of importance is:

extent of arithmetic instructions.a)
b) word length
e) speed
a) I/O capability

price

Of the machines we discussed, his ranking was as follows;

a) SDS-920
pb) ASI-210
e) PDP-1
a) PDP-4
e) CDC-160A

5. An ALGOL 60 type of compiler called ACT-III has been written for the
LGP-30. Considering the limitations of the LGP~30 and the merits of
the ACT-III compiler, this was quite a feat. More surprising was the
fact that ACT-III was written entirely by Professor Tom Curts and four
of his students at Dartmouth. Perhaps one or more of these four students
would be interested in becoming DEC programmers.

6. Dr. Thacher suggested that no group of selentific programmers should be

without the following publications:

a) Hastings, Digital Approximations (DEC has this in its library )
b) Mathematical Tables, Volume 5

Chebyshev Series for Mathematical Functions
National Physical Laboratory
London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1962
By C. W. Clenshaw

but should)(DEC does not have this,
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c) Approximations to Common Mathematical Functions
(Rice, Hart, Witzgall, Mesztonyi, Thacher, Lawson and Fraser)to be published December 1963. (See paragraph 7)

The forthcoming book by Rice, Hart, et al will completely replace Hastings'
book. The approximation functions will be particularly useful to PDP-1 and
PDP-4 users because they will decrease the running time of doubLe-precisionfixed and floating point subroutines by a factor of three. In addition,
accuracy, in most cases, will be improved. I strongly recommend that our
programming group write subroutines for each function presented in this
book for both the PDP-1 and PDP- (in double precision floating point).It is possible to get a jump on this project almost immediately by contact-
ing Professor John Hart, Computer Sciences Department, The University of
Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada. Hart has many of the functions
and their coefficients ready now.

Armour Research Foundation - T.

1. This facility is not currently a prospect for additional computer equip-
ment. They have one Univac II and one IBM 7090.

2. Since ARF is well respected in the computer field, many prospective buyers
rely on them for equipment evaluations and recommendations.

3. Mr. Andresen has great technical competence in the computer field and
appears to be one of the key figures at the ARF Computing Center. He truly
wanted to be we11-informed about DEC products to the extent that we spent
6 hours in technical discussion. I think the visit was most worthwhile.

hk, To do: Keep Mr. Andresen well informed about future equipment, software
and price information.

Autonetics

1. The purpose of this cal] was to extract market information from another
smal]. computer manufacturer's sales office and to check on the avail-
ability of certain personnel for possible employment with DEC.

. Personnel contacted and their backgrounds are as follows:

B. Allan Friedman - Midwest Regional Sales Manager for Autonetics
Industrial Products (Recomp II and III sales). He has a B.S. degree in
mathematics; 2 years as Technical Sales Representative with Electro Data

Applications Analyst for the LGP-30 with Royal McBee; and 1 year in his

Having known him for 6 years, I judge him to be a highly intelligent,
conservative, but decisive soft-sell type who would most capably advance
the philosophy and goals of DEC.

Division of Burroughs (old name for computer division); 3 Years as

present position As Sales Manager, he supervises 5 Sales Reps 3 pro-
grammers, and 5 field Engineers (one of whom is Midwest Service Manager ).
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Mr. Friedman indicated that Autonetics does not appear to be interested
in expanding their commercial computer efforts. Apparently, they are
not developing a new computer. Therefore, he is interested in investi-
gating employment with another computer manufacturer. DEC's lack of
commission plan does not disturb him in the least. He would prefer to
stay in Chicago.

Mr. Friedman may be contacted as follows:

Office Suite 1506
1 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
321-0230

Home 104 Tuttle Avenue
Clarendon Hills, Illinois
325-2439

Robert - Midwest Service Manager for Autonetics Industrial Products

electronic technician education at DeVry in Chicago; 3 years as Field Engineer
for LGP-30 (Royal McBee ) and 3 years as Field Engineer and Service Manager for
Recomp. As Manager, he supervises h field engineers. I have known Mr.

0maintains Re:ceomp's II and IIT). He is a high school graduate with 2 years

for about 6 years and recommend him highly for a position as Field Engineer
for PDPs in the midwest.

Mr. Zeman may be contacted at the same office address as Friedman or through
Friedman at his home.

Industrial Engineering - Northwestern

1. About a 25% chance of getting a PDP-1 or PDP-4 order. Probability
depends greatly on whether or not DEC offers an educational discount
and how much and whether or not the Astronomy Department orders a PDP.

2. Industrial Engineering is in the Technical Center. The Center has
1) 709 (has had it for 11/2 years now and its on 2 shifts) and
1) LGP-30 (shared by the Industrial and Electrical Engineering Departments ).

3. More departments within the Technical Center are now interested in the
smali-to medium-sized computers (e.g., civil engineering, physics,
chemistry, etc.) and those departments using the LGP-30 feel it has now

become inadequate.

h, A committee has been formed to investigate all of the small computer
requirements of the Technical Center. Professor Krulee is chairman.

5. Professor Krulee visited OAL and BEN about 6 months ago and is particularly
interested in a PDP-l or PpP-4. with a drum and time-shared typewriters.
He feels that this approach may satisfy all interested departments with
a single computer. Later, emote paper tape readers and punches would

become of interest.
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6. Secondarily, Professor Krulee is interested in on-line A to D to A con-
verters and display devices.

7. Professor Krulee said he would get together with Astronomy personnel to
discuss PDP's.

8. To do: Prepare and submit a straight price and technical proposal for
a PDP-1 and PDP-4 time~shared system (to indicate comparative prices )
with drum and four to six typewriters. Sell the proposal by personal
visit and get them to write an educational discount justification letter
to Andy. Chances are they will wait and see what Astronomy does (and
Astronomy is obligated to the Air Force to move quickly).

9. The two interests at Northwestern are naturals for us that competition
such as SDS would find difficult to do at this time. I believe that if
we can afford to offer some education discounts, we can place a strong
foot in the midwest computer market door via Northwestern University.
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DATE March 13, 1963

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DECAL/BBN/DEC \.
TO e Olsen FROM Gordon Bell

H, Anderson
N, Mazzarese
D, Morse

I talked with Tom Marril and Dick McQuillan regarding the finale of DECAL, They
might provide:

1. Clean symbolic tape of DECAL
2. Programming Manual

3. Technical Manual

There exists:

1. A tape, DECAL BBN which does everything without a clean symbolic
tape.

2. A first draft of programming manual,

3. Two chapters of maintenance manual on 1.

4. A brand new DECAL program written by BBN-LA which Is better, with a
clean symbolic but not complete.

5. A new linking loader.

The current pessimistic estimate of time:

40 days McQuillan
10 days Dave Park

30 hours computer time

technical typist
$7900
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We would be buying:

1. 2nd draft programming manual.

2. Completed draft of technical manual.

3. Program features to be added present new BBN-LA tape.

BBN, formerly the magnanimous BBN, hos been receiving government support for
DECAL and as such hasn't needed our support. Their funds have run out, and they would

like to finish the jobs.

They would not handle the job for a fixed fee, with fixed delivery date, (But then

everyone knows that research just can't be subjected to delivery dates, money, etc.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

ce. Harlan Anderson

DATE March 12, 1963
SUBJECT Talk on PDP-4
TO Gordon Bell FROM

Time is running very short for including your talk on the PDP-4 in the 1962DECUS PROCEEDINGS. The abstract you gave me in May, when you spokeat ITEK is quoted below:

PROCESS CONTROL APPLICATIONS OF PDP-4

Summary: The PDP-4 is designed to operate as a module for a
large majority of process control applications. In

terms of these applications the interface capabilities allowPDP-4
to be connected to the process, or to Input/Output equipments,
with a minimum amount of extra hardware in a relatively straightforward manner.
The PDP configuration, in terms of the above design constraints
is described as well as the specific interface terminals, their
polarities, timing and operation with the program. The terminals
include Device Selection, Information Collection, Information
Distribution, Program Interrupt, Data Interrupt and Real-Time
Clock.
The command structure of the processor, the memory and the
console are also described.

Do you think you could whip up two or three pages that would represent a brief
talk.
I do not have anything from Dit Morse on his presentation in October 1962 on
"A brief description of the PDP-4 Assembler and DDT-4".
It would be helpful in encouraging PDP-4 user participation if we could have
one issue of DECUSCOPE devoted entirely to the "little brother". I'd like to
make it the May or June issue.

- =

Please reply to this memo by checking items below. Tear off and send to me.
YES NO

1, I will send you 3 or 4 pages before March 20.
2. Dit Morse will send a few pages on PDP-4 Programming System

before March 20.
3. We will think about a "Little Brother-PDP-4" issue.
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DATE March 12, 1963
SUBJECT Installation of PDP-1C-33 and Display at Raytheon, Wayland

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

TOH. Anderson S. Olsen FROM Jack Shields
N. Mazzarese G. Bell
B. Beckman E. Harwood
R. Reed J. Smith
K. Fitzgerald D. Chin
R. Savell H. MillmanD. Pinkney

The PDP-1C-33 was delivered and installed at Raytheon, Wayland on
February 28, 1963. After nitial checks and power turn on, an attempt to
read in Main Dec I (instruction test) failed. Application of negative margins
on the reader feed hole amplifier corrected the read in problem. A quick
check of the computer with appropriate diagnostic tests was successful and
power was turned off.

Arrived at Raytheon at approximately 8:50 A.M. on March l , 1963 to
perform acceptance test on PDP-1C-33. The reader feed hole amplifier
gain was decreased in order that programs would read in properly when the
computer was first turned on.

The acceptance tests ran perfectly with two exceptions:
l. Checkerboard program failed once after operating for approximately

failure could be induced, The margins had no apparent effects so
the test for checkerboard program was rerun - this time with success.

20 minutes. Checkerboard program was then retested and margins
were applied in appropriate areas of the computer to see if the

2. The same type failure and results as the afore-mentioned failure
occured while running Mul-Div test.

The problems which occured were noted and the computer was accepted
by Raytheon.

The software and installation kit were complete and helped make the
installation proceed smoothly.

On March 4, 1963 arrived at Raytheon to investigate computer problems

fail intermittently. The flip flops were located in the accumulator, and pro-
observed by Ralph Zaorski. Investigation found two flip flops which would

gram flag logic. I believe that these flip flops were the cause of the acceptance
test failure.

The display was installed at Raytheon on March, 8, 1963, and would not
operate when turned on. The cause of this trouble was traced to a bent 50

pin plug (female) on the display logic. The plug is the one which makes the
connection between the display and the I/O cable. It was"repaired" with a

pair of vice grips, however, I feel we should try to determine if this happened
at DEC or in shipment. The light pen was also inoperative. This is the third
defective light pen/amplifier combination in the last four displays installed
in the field.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Mareh 12, 1963
SUBJECT

Andon BOR
We Hindle
R, Bast
S, Olaaey
Wi, Mastaresa
DB. Moxze

Grovar
&, Lassark
R,
R, SaveiiAll Salas Personnel

HaxeyTO FROM

Prica of The Soliy H-207 306 iine per minute 120 coluan
printer and contrel with single lina buffer has bean
set at $28,900,
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE march 11, 1963
SUBJECT PDP - ? and PEPR
TO Harlan Anderson FROM George Rice

The general feeling among most Physics Departments in
many Universities is that PEPR will work some day. Even if
it doesn't succeed at its proposed function it might still
prove to be a valuable tool for future nuclear research.
In other words if PEPR fails to read high resolution bubble
chamber films it may still far out perform anything now
available for spark chamber film reading.

One Doctor of Physics told me that the potential for
PEPR is around twenty systems and that the majority of them
would prepfer to purchase a complete system. This means all
of the electronics should be performed by DEC and the
optics probably left to the individual experimenter.

At the present time the PDP-1 and PEPR run at about the
same speed. Anything which runs slower than the PDP-1 would
make the PEPR system computer limited. However, the PDP-1
is becoming less appealing to researchers for general purpose
scientific computing. Anyone who desires a PEPR system would
probably favor the PDP-1 because of the availability of
program support from MIT. The danger lies ahead that some
University may obtain a more competitive computer for general
purpose laboratory work than want to expand to a PEPR system
without changing the computer. If this happens and the
University takes upon itself to reprogram the PEPR programs
in another machine's language, then the PDP-1 may lose all
its appeal. The PDP-4 may be a promising solution to this
problem, but only as promising as its potential to run with a
faster cycle time. The present PDP-4 probably would make
the PEPR system computer limited. If the PDP-4 can be
speeded up it might very well perform the PEPR control
better than the PDP-l. The PDP-4 certainly is a more
appealing computer to many a person because of its simple
interface and the availability of Fortran. One of the first
problems for the PDP-4 would be to have someone reprogram
the PEPR control in its language. It should be simpler to
go from PDP-1 to PDP-4 than it is to any other computer.
Of course, if the PDP-4 cannot be run faster, then it may
never move into this market.
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Another danger to the success of the PEPR system is thefact that some laboratories are planning research with the
7094 and special equipment. This method may prove to be the
better way to read bubble chamber films. However, the 7094 makesthis a much more expensive approach. Many Universities are
not in a position to afford computers of this size. When
the CBC 3600 becomes available things may change considerably.
The CDC 3600 instead of a 7094 will cause considerable
speed up in this other approach and at the same time reduce
the cost significantly. The possibility that DEC could
come up with a PDP-? in the 200K range might cause one of
two changes to occur. One, the PDP-? might replace the
CDC-3600 in its application and cause even more significant
cost savings. It seems unlikely that a PDP-? could replace
the CDC 3600. The second possibility may be that the PEPR
and PDP-? may go together. However, the cost factor in
favor of a PDP-1/PEPR vs CDC-3600/special system would be
reduced. In order to take advantage of the lower cost for
PDP-1/PEPR someone might try SDS/PEPR or some other similar
approach. If this ever happened then someone might try a
xxx/yyy and DEC would lose all this business.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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:

ATE 3/11/63
esECT Computer Sales Forecast

FRO ha N. MazzareseK. Olsen
Anderson
Olsen
O'Dea
Hindle
Mills
Best
Sandler
Bell

s
G
W
D.
D
M
G e

PDP-1 Quantity Value Probability When

CRC 97K 100% 0-3

BBN L 600,000 50% 0-3

Lincoln Labs, 1 200K 75% 0-3

Princeton L 250K 100% 0-3
100 move 95% 3-6

Stanford 1 280K 75% 0-3

PDP-4

Foxboro 1 160K 98% 0-3
(Fitchburg)
Foxboro 120K 50% 0-3
(Westinghouse)

JPL 3 250K 90% 0-3

AECL 1 200K 75% 0-3

Worcester 1 80K 50% 3-6
Foundation

Bell Labs. 1 80K 50% 3-6

SITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Less than 50% 0-6 Months :

Type of Machine i

Univ. of 200K PDP-1
Rochester

Systems Development 300K ADX
Corp. (Info, Inter- :

national)

Sylvania Rental PDP-1

Litton Systems 80K PDP-4

Michigan Univ. 120K PDP-1

Maryland Univ. 120K PDP-1

Raytheon Co, 120K PDP-1

@ Rutgers Univ. 250K PDP-1

Ve. PL. I... 50K PDP-4

Foxboro 90K PDP-4

Data Trends 250K ADX

NM/3jb

:

:

:
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TO
cc:

SUBJECT BBN, DEC, PDP-1, and PDP-6

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 8, 1963

FRom Gordon Bell

Gerry Moore

Kenneth H. Olsen/Harlan E. Anderson Gerry MoreNick Mazzerese

Gerry Moore and | have just talked with Shelley Boilland, and finck

1. R.R., IBM, and 3C are intended in supplying the hospital system.

2. Shelley fs visiting 3C's next week in Los Angeles.

3. J. Welsner fs visiting BBN fn regard to Time Sharing on March 26th.

4. BBN Itkes to work with DEC,

5. BBN Is irritated with DEC policy because

a. Uncertain about time sharing

b. They want a partner to exploit the 4000 bed hospital system (700
potential buyers)

c. Appear disinterested, and hence feel we are trying to write off
engineering on the first unit

6. They would Itke for PDP-1 system:

a. lower cost teletypes

b. DEC to do large bulk storage and not write off engineering on first unit

c. More general enthusiasm by top management

7. The possibilities for a relationship with BBN include

a. BBN acts as software developers

b. BBN acts as a marketing agent (over which we have no control)

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DEC might

a. Enter negotiations with BBN for joint development (BBN do software)

b. Sell PDP-6 to BBN, (and in tum hire BBN to do some hardware development)

c. Be more interested and awed by BBN's achievements (WOW ,------just
Walt. cocccccctill you see DECAL).

att

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION >



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Mareh 8, 1953
SUBJECT Upecwning decdlines for technical conference papers
TO R. Best FROM stu Grover

J. Fadiman
G. Bell
H. biorse
fT. Stockebrand
R. Doane
R. Savell
A. Blumenthal

ce K. Olsen
8. Anderson
S$. Olsen

T would simply like to remind you that deadlines for two confer~
ences of interest are aporoaching, should anyone have organized
thonghta that could be put on paper, contribute to the state of
the art, and advance the fame of DEC. Yhe conferences ares

WESCON aug. 20-23 San Francisco Submission D/L i5 April
AGH Aug. 27-30 Denver Submission D/L 15 April
L have the essential information on these meetings and will be
pleased to previde any writing, editing, or preparation services
requested.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION > MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE March 7, 1963

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Res Your Memo February 22 Concerning Computer Standards & LRL Troubles
TO Ken Olsen FROM Arthur Hall

YH, Anderson
G, Bell

LRL

The trouble in the LRL system (according to Bob Savell) was noise generated by an
IBM 650 and transmitted along the AC power line. Scope readings taken at the
PDP-1 with the scope plugged Into the line attached to the 650 showed 10V peak=
to=peak noise ot 10 mc. After the 650 had been Isolated from other systems with
a I+] power transformer, the noise could be seen only when the scope wos plugged
Into the IBM side of the power system,

Computer Standards

AC power color code stundards had ben distributed to all engineers and technicians
shortly prior to your memo. Drawings and models are being changed to reflect the
new codCe

Factors which will affect the efficiency with which we can manufacture and service
future computers ore;

Drawing System

The numbering system used for PDP~4 is an Improvement over PDP=1, however, it
Is Inadequate to handle computer revisions In a non=confusing manner.

Briefly, the trouble comes when all computers must be given the same modification
some time after a number of individual computers have been changed uniquely. In

view of the fact that virtually no two computers in the field are identical (nor are
they Itkely to be In the future if we retain our flexibility) the most efficient solution
to the problem would seem to be in a separate set of sepias for each computer with the

drawing numbers distinguished by inclusion of the serial number of the computer. The
cost of the large number of drawings Initially required would be swallowed later by
the savings in man hours now spent by Customer Relations, Checkout, and Production
in trying to figure out the correct configuration of any given computer.

No c fe puter modifications Initiated and completed are now circulated ina
haphazard manner or not at all, No one ever sems to know which modifications

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



ere in any given any given time Ag moc,this can be tCustomer Relations(and te Predustion

These is opinion thet of mechanical prints end leyeutsoleborate and expensive. The extent te which the mechentee! configuestion must beon drawings sheuld be desided senputer te teunshed

Methods

The exect purpese and « computer shevid be formally defined befere
drawings, ete. ore slerted, This welll penernst te stert defining pregrame
manuals, eeoeptence test and evironmetal limite before the computer is finkhed,
the

4qvelopment chaudd bao 6th ght 40 ert te dene. This

end precvetion later estimates compere te the ossls,

weed to sceeunt for laber ond parts cests ond the EN amigned te verievs
is an excellent opporwalty te find eut enactly whet our

phase of work and te see how they
production

it will be check quite eve
the costing system is integrated with the Job Analysis System (fer
predvetion, Themecms t de this well ere availab e if it e ergenized roperly.

end
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March 7, 1962

K. Olsen Arthur Hall

ce: JM. Anderson
R. Best Cudmore
D, White Harwood
A. Blumenthal N Mazzarese

The Foxboro Company has requestec: that DEC raise their temperature guarantee
For the POP~4 above the present level cf 105 degrees F. Their declared motive
is the cornpetition from. people using the SDS-910 computer which has a guarante::

120 degrees F. view of the (apparent)fact that Foxboro has for the past we 2k
been talking with SDS about replacing our computer with the 910, we should quick y
decide whether or not we wish to undertake the tests necessary to determine how nuch

Wa

we can raise our temperature guarantee.

Following are some pertinent facts:

Our module models are tested to 55 degrees C (131F) but only for brief periods irie.
We have, thus, a reasonable assuracne that the modules made after the models
operate at 131F but we do not know for how long.

Tests made by Al Blumenthal some time ago on a PDP-1 memory suggest that the
temperature at which the memory stack's reliability becomes suspect is in the rage
of 105 to 115F. Stacks have improved since the tests were made. Also the cores
are not interrogated as frequently in the PDP-4 as they are in the PDP-1. Therefore,
while we know that a reasonable memory stack temperature guarantee is better than
-105F, we do not know how much better.

Heat tests accomplished on the PDP-4 now at Foxboro, Natick demonstrated that the

computer could operate for at least short periods of time at around 115 degrees with
short heat excursions higher. For one short period the temperature at parts of the
memory was an estimated 120-125F. The only failure noted was that a 1973 went
into oscillation and had to be removed. At no time was a stack failure noted.

We do not how if SDS guarantee of 120F is for steady-state operation or for only a
limited period of time. If (or when) we arrive at a new guarantee, should it be for

steady-state operation or for a limited period of time?

Tests to determine a reasonable upper temperature guarantee should involve running at
least three computers at the proposed temperature imit for at least three consecutive
24-hour periods, Detailed temperature measuremen ts shoud be made at all crucial
circuit points. Margins should be run before during the first part, during the last



part and after the heat test. The memory sense amplifiers should be properly
adjusted before the test and the degree of re-adjustment after the test should
be recorded. A computer test program such as contest should be run during the
tests.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 7, 1963
SUBJECT March DECUSCOPE
TO Jack Atwood FROM

cc. Bob Beckman
Bhan Olsen

"Harlan Anderson

1. Iam very sorry that I was unable to prevent the retyping of what
I considered a "good" paste-up of the March issue of DECUSCOPE,
Helene had agreed that she would accept a paste-up of the issue since we
were folowing your "procedures" for the larger publication: DECUS
Proceedings, 1962 and time is running out!

2. Although I have been persuaded by Bob Beckman that he has what
he considers reasons for changing his mind after approving my paste-up,
(which you or Helene found wanting) I still maintain the paste-up could
have been photographed and DECUSCOPE completed by Friday. Our
primary concern should be to get a readable copy of useful information to
the user as soon as possible each month.

3. It is especially distressing that you insist on a piecemeal and
time consuming procedure whose function adds little to the value of
DECUSCOPE to its users.

4. Please return my paste-up which was submitted to Helene on
March 4th. I would appreciate it, also, if you would let me know when
Il may expect to receive copies of DECUSCOPE for mailing to users.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



t INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 6, 1963
SUBJECT PDP=4 Personne! Organization
TO Ken Olsen

Anderson

FROM Gordon Bell

Attached Is the first page of a memo regarding PDP-4 dated May 22, 1962.
If the memo had been vaguely perused and some consultation given me, PDP-4

might have gone more smoothly.

PDP-6 {s a somewhat larger machine, and unless the project fs started on a

more business-like basis, it too could suffer from some of the same problems and

loss of reverve might result.

GB/Il

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT DECUSCOPE Production
DATE March 6, 1963

TO Bob Beckman FROM Jack Atwood
Risa Newnan

cc Ken Oisen/ Barian Anderson
Belene Shehnak

We would like once more to propose a simple, three-step procedure
for producing

ater,+ We will type the copy justified to the proper colum width
and provide Xerox "proofs for preliminary page layouts.

Step At We will retype any portions requiring changes or additions
and provide supplementary Xerox "proofs for final page layouts.

Step.3s We will do the mechanical (paste-up), photograph it for
printing, and provide a "salt-print" of the photographic negatives
for final approval before printing.
This procedure would allow the editor to concentrate her efforts in
the areas of news gathering and writing rather than concerning
herself with the routine production operations. However, she would
have an opportunity to do both initial and final "make-up" and to
review the publication just as it is to be printed before it actually
goes to press.
his would also allow Tech Pubs to handie the job in & reasonably
normal and orderly manner, to keep production costs to a minimum
and to preserve the widely recognized sanity and good humor of our
personnel.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE: March 6, 1963

@ Personnel Committee FROM: J. Smith:

During the past few months, quite a few of us have become
concerned over the lack of personnel available to be promotedto supervisory positions. Aiong this same line of thought, ii.is my feeling that we should try and give our present supervi: c
personnel some type of tréining. What I intend to do is
periodically distribute to my group leaders, some ideas whic!
I feel will develop better supervisors. It is my intention
have the material reviewed the Personnel Committee priorto distribution. What I hope the eventual outcome will be is
a handbook or guide for new supervisors. My first subject 1 :

one of attitudes which I more or less consider my pet subjec:.



is

SUPERVISORY ATTITUDES, THERE EFFECT
J. Smith

The attitude of the supervisor exerts a substantial impact
upon the productive efforts of his personnel. The attitude
of the organization or group depends, to a very large degree,
upon the one managing it, on whether his general attitude is
such that he provides effective leadership which inspires
cooperation and prevents conflict.

The more specific knowledge we have of attitudes, their
effects and causes, including our own, the less we shall have
to grapple with gripes. Attitudes are extremely basic since
all employees feel before they think before they perform.
Feelings or emotions are what attitudes are largely made up
from. Supervisors must be sensitive from the very first
minute of the work day to the attitudes of their workers anc
skilled in cultivating in them the proper feelings. they
are able to accomplish this, they will cetter able to
promote the correct thinking and adequate performance of the
personnel.

An attitude is a readiness to react in a characteristic
way to a particular person or situation. In other words, the
individual has a preconceived viewpoint which will affect the
way he sees the situation. For example, we tend to interpret
favorably the actions of people we like, and unfavorably,
similar actions of people we don't like.

Let us now look at some very good answers to some very
important questions on attitudes:

I. What is the impact of Attitudes on Personal Behavior and
Production?

1. Attitudes may cause us to act imoulsively instead of
thinking through a situation.

logic determines we co, our attitude
determines how we do it. Tn othoy words, we might
mentally accept a course of ection, suc. as dc egat.
responsibility, but our
individuals reporting to 4s may : us car r

out this clan

We may apnear to becouse react

1

:

4
: V7

se concucedirrerenciy towar a :

pasea ontheir frames of are
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For example an employee who tries Something newand fails
while another who tries and Succeeds may be praisedfor initiative.

may be criticized for not following rules,

3. Different underlying attitudes may cause behaviorwhich appears inconsistent to others. Example: anindividual who has one attitude toward his ownactions and another toward similar actions of othersis likely to talk and act inconsistently. In thesecases where there is more than one attitude affectingthe behavior, the expressed attitude often is not thetrue one.

II. How Can We Work With Attitudes?
1. In general it can be said that the most successful

ways of working with attitudes will include recognitionof the various basic sources of attitudes. That is,(1) a recognition that attitudes are caused and thatthese causes should be dealt with; (2) a recognitionthat since attitudes are based on experience, newconditions or experiences should be provided to effect
motives will usually help maintain or develop favorableattitudes.
changes; (3) a recognition that satisfaction of employee

2. Set up the over-all job conditions to provide favorablejob experiences. These conditions might include suchthings as desirable work conditions, leadership thatprovides participation rather than domination, a
friendly working climate, and fair treatment.
In these job conditions another requirement is that theSupervisor's own attitude must be favorable toward his
people and toward the company. Action based on these
suggestions would help meet the requirements mentioned
above for working with attitudes. That is, it woulddeal with causes, provide favorable new conditions and
experiences, and work toward the satisfaction of motives.

3. Since attitudes usually have an emotional content, theycan often be changed through appeals to emotions:
kindnesses, remars, other indications of friendliness.
People tend to react unfavorably to things they don't

May express a justification for his attitude rather

understand. This doesn't mean that we can rely entirelyon an informational approach, however, since the individual
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than the real reason. In such an instance, additional
information may merely force him to change his reasons
rather than his attitude.

4. Changing an individual's role . This often results
in a change in attitude because our motives are changed
by being in a different situation, for example, when
the employee becomes a supervisor or is given different
work or more responsibility. Incidently, the provision
of increased participation provides a change in role
as well as means of satisfying motives. Transferring
an employee is another way to change a role and mayeffect a change in attitude where other, more availai
methods have failed.
The individual will tend to conform to the attitude ci
the group, and the new job conditions may provide
favorable new experiences and satisfy motives.

5. Motivating attitude changes by pointing out the lacx
of rewards offered with the old attitude - for example,if an employee had an unfriendly attitude toward other
employees the supervisor might point out how this
attitude would interfere with his job progress.

6. Individual discussions are usually effective in changing
attitudes. They permit clearing up misunderstandings,facilitate release of frustration reactions, and thus
help the supervisor find the cause of the attitude.

III. How Can Changes In Attitude Be Brought About?

The following specific steps are suggested as possible means
of working toward changes in attitudes:
1. Encourage friendly, open discussion.

2. Respect the sincerity and good faith behind the attitude.
(The individual believes his attitude is justified.)

3. Avoid making a frontal attack on the attitude or
making value judgements. Saying: "You have the wrong
attitude" will merely entrench it.

4. Supply facts and information as appropriate.
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5. Lead the employee to see how a different attitude
would satisfy his wants better.

6. Changing attitudes, with group-help . .. All of the
foregoing suggestions for ways to change attitudes
or to minimize their effect have assumed that the
supervisor will work with the individual. Actually,the supervisor often faces problems of group attitudes
and therefore he must decide whether it is better to
work with the group or with each member.

If he elects to work with members of the group
individually, he has some advantages. He can adapthis approach to the motives of each individual.
On the other hand, there are advantages to a group
approach. The various reasons for an attitude held
by individuals of a group may vary considerably
and when expressed may not appear reasonable to the
group. Again, group decision-making to change attitudeswill be stronger than individual decisions because
the entire group will support one another in makingthe change and in maintaining it.
Frequently the supervisor will find that the compromise
approach of having individual discussion (pre-conditioning)with one or two of the natural leaders of the group
prior to a group discussion will be helpful in effecting
a favorable change in group attitudes.

Conclusions:

1. We often speak of an employee's "having" a certain type
of attitude, as though the attitude were a tangible
and separate thing, in much the same sense that he might
have a Chevrolet rather than a Ford.

This way of speaking about it has led us to try to change
"his" attitude by persuasion, sweet reasonableness, or
attack.
If we reflect upon the problem which faces the average
employee of making sense out of his complex environment,
we see that we should not think of him as "having" an
attitude but rather as having organized his work and
the world in a certain way.
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March 5, 1963

K, Olsen Steve Lambert
JH, Anderson E. Harwood
S. Olsen R. Melanson
G. Bell W. Hindle
M. Sandler T. Stockebrand

Last year | wrote a series of programs that accepted data in punched card
format. This data was transcribed into a list describing the wire routine of the PDP-4,
However, by the time data had been accumulated, the PDP-4 had been modified in

many areas. The programs were not ata stage to accept modification data. Asa
result, much of the data is now obsolete.

Two technicians were involved in preparing data for key~punch operators.
After a short training session the technicians worked fast and efficiently in writing
down data on special forms. They followed a code sheet with only a few questions.
One of the problems they had was writing distinctly so the key~punch operator could
read the wire list forms. This resulted in approximately 20% error. The key-punch
operators induced another 5% .etror by not following proper format.

Most of the errors could have been deleted if more time had been spent on

documenting format and coding. However, this operation was to evaluate the potential
use of wire lists and personnel involved, It was observed that for every eight hours

that a technician would spend preparing data, a key-punch operator required one hour.
| spent two days writing the programs that rearranged the data, and two weeks trying to

get the peripheral equipment working. The efforts seemed in vain as we did not get to

use the wire list data in production.

Attached to this memo is the coding sheets and card format list used last year.
For every master card there are n run $ cards where n is the number of pins that satisfy
a logic line.

Recently | have seen and stressed the need for wire listing. Our Drafting Depart-
ment has been bogged down by drawings and checking wiring drawings. The production

personnel constantly ask for clearification of wiring drawings. When so many wires are

drawn in such a small area they cause illusions. When modifications are made to a

system, one can expect that one month later the paper work will settle down. Using a

computer to make modifications should be a matter of minutes providing the proper

programming has been accomplished and the correct in-out devices are used.

The following is what | would like to see as a Drafting Room System.

MASS +s CHU:



Engineer:

Technician -
Draftsman:

Computer:

Production:

Checkout:

The engineer generates logic sketches labeled with proper logic
names. He gives the sketch to a technician-draftsman. He
receives back a block schematic generated partially by the
computer je: the computer utilizing a display produces a film
that is developed and enlarged. Corrections are generated and
approved by the engineer.

The engineer's sketches are transcribed onto IBM cards. The drafts-
man using rectangular coordinate notation would specify the position
of logic on the block schematic to be. The engineer or technician
would specify the module locations to be fed into the computer.

The computer should have a card reader, display, mag tape system
and line printer. The card reader is the only input device (DEC
tape could be used providing a good off~line station is available).
The display is used to output block schematics. A camera would be
placed in front of the display and operated by the computer. The
line printer gives wire list data for production and checkout technicians.
The mag tape system would store all data for future use such as
modification, reproduction, etc.

Production would receive an ordered wire list ie: grounds, resistors,
capacitors, diodes, inter-module wiring, inter-panel wiring, etc.
All cable schedules would be included as part of the wire list.

Checkout would receive a wire list in a different format than
Production. A copy of the block schematic would be included.

Many discussions have evolved about the amount of work and how the computer
should be incorporated into the system. The main thing to remember is that the system
must have a compatable back-up in case
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@ WIRE LI@ING PDP-4 @

RUN CARD

Name Code No.

Color or Wire or Module Type or
Pin #1 Pin #2 Valve Component Special
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® WIRE usfNc PDP-4

MASTER CARD

Name Code No.

Logic Name Source Pin Drawing No. Name Code

1
36 338 43 48 64 68 71 75

4
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SALES CALL REPORT
FIRM University of Connecticut DATE March 6, 196 ~

@ DIVISION Computer Center SALESMAN Fred He. Govld
STREET OFFICE Maynard

ciTY Storrs state Conn. NATURE oF caLL Visit
PHONE NUMBER 429~9321 AREA CODE FOLLOW-UP DATE

Extensions 729 and 400

:

CONTACTED

professor John Lof

SUBJECT
Computer

REMARKS (CONTINUE ON BACK OF SHEET)

- On Wednesday, March $, I traveled to the University of Connecticut to

@ install the MB 2010 at the Computer Leb. Prof. Lof is the Head of the
Computer Department and the Canmpus-wide Computer Center. This center
at present is comprised of an IEM 1620 (which they own outright) and an
analog machine.

In casual conversation Prof. Lof stated that he is nearing a decision
on an additional machine for the center. He has his choice down oa
either an IBM 7040 (a stripped-down 7099) or a Burroughs 5000. @ne CDC
1604 had been eliminated earlier.)
When I asked if DEC machines had been considered he stated that he had
planned (long range) thet a DEC type computer would be the next generation,
sort of the next step up from the MB 2010. His concestion of our com-

the students could get inside of and klushe around with.
Tov level - somethingputers along the line that they were on the Big

Prof. Lof stated that they would be spending 80K per year for rental of
a machine, and would be increasing this figure so that the total outlay
over the next five years would be 590K.

Some of his requirements are as follows: A computer starting with an 8K
memory, going to 32K eventually; card reader; mag. tapes (multi mag. tepe
eventually). Also, Fortran programming and very high speed
PROMISED

r HOW TO LOCATE PLANT

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
15



with floating point arithmetic. (His figures on multiply time were

IPM: 32 usec for 36 bit mantiss
Burroughs 20 usec for same problem.)

He also seemed interested in time-sharing techniques for his machine.

The type of wrk that will be done ranges from engineering calculations
to statistical data reduction. His interest also includes pattern
recognition work, so I told him of our and PEPR installation, and
the work of Dr. Pless. He stated he knew of this and was surprised
that it was our equipment. He has interest also along the medical
applications line.
He made a point of telling me he is the final word on what computer will
be chosen, and in what direction the computer center will head.
At present his 1620 is used on the average of 350 hours 2 month. He has
no regrets that he purchased it, end states, "It will last me another
ten years."
for general background, he has been at the University for around 10 years.
For years the accent at the Electrical Engineering school was on servo

[le feels now that the industry state of the art is s0 high
that they will phase out of this area and concentrate on the computer
field. He feels now the Univ. must lay a broad base for the technical
endeavor in this direction (one of the reasons he bought the buffer and
logic kit). was quite proud that U Conn is the #2 college in Conn.
and he will co all he can to keep it there. Amen.

mechanisms.

I have promised him a day of my time in the near future in order to help
him on his MB 2010 course.

I left all our computer literature and prices, stating that I felt he
satisfied most of our educational discount requirements (10%). If
nothéng more, I have planted seeds of new thought with him.

Final statement: He led me to believe he has 100K to spend right. now.
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2 Numbering System for Computer Options

Olsen R. Best
. Anderson G, Bell

S. Olsen T. Stockebrand
N. Mazzarese D. White
J. Koudela R. Savell
R, Maxcy R. Boisvert
J. Atwood R. Melanson
S. Grover J. Smith
R. Reed E. Harwood

Attached is a list of the numbers assigned to com puter options.

March 5, 1963

Arthur Hall

Some numbers have been changed so that they conform to the numbering system.
Drafting is now changing the pertinent drawings and Advertising has the new (chang=d)
numbers on new price lists.

This memo constitutes official notification that the new system is in effect. It is assumed
that any persons whose area of responsibility is affected by these number changes will
initiate whatever action is necessary to bring their paperwork into harmony with the new
numbers.

Persons requiring numbers for new options should consult Arthur Hall. All such numbers
are subject to change by the Computer Guidance Committee.

Options have been and will be assigned two or three digit numbers. The first digit of
the number indicates the broad category into wh ich the options fall.

First digit of #

7

Option category

Primarily Logic
Drums and Disk Files
IHluminated Displays
Card Handling Equipment

Punches Even *'s
Readers Odd #'s

Magnetic Tape Equipment
Printers and Typewriters
Paper Tape Equipment

1

2
3
4

5
6

Multipurpose equipment which does not naturally fall into a particular category wil! be

assigned depending upon ifs primary purpose.

Unlisted numbers and numbers listed but not described are unassigned and may be used.

:



Wtion # For PDP-

10

11

12

12A
13

14

15

15A

16

17

18

19

100
120
123
125
126
130

=

4

4

1

1

through 119
1

1

4

4

PRIMARILY LOGIC OPTIONS

Cost

10,300

30,000

9,000
24,000
9,150
9,000

Do Not Use
15,300
11,000

Description
Automatic Multiply & Divide

Magnetic Core Memory Module
Special (time Sharing) Memory

1

1

Special (Time Sharing) Memory Switch1

Magnetic Core Memory Extension Control1

Memory Extension Control for Special
(Time Sharing) Memory

1

Magnetic Core Memory Extension Control
Magnetic Core Memory Module
Extended Arithmetic Control Unit
High Speed channel Control

16 Channel Sequence Break System
High Speed Data Channel
Real Time Option
Foxboro Real Time Option
High Speed Data Channel



DRUMS AND DISC FILES
Option # For PDP- Cost

20

21

22

23

24A 31,600
36,300
43,400

24B
24C

25

26

27

28
29

200 through 219 Do Not Use

Description

Parallel Drum (BBN System)
16,384 Word Block Transfer
32,768 Word Block Transfer
65,536 Word Block Transfer

1

Drum File System

Drum System
Drum System

4

4

Drum System4



ILLUMINATED DISPLAYS

@ Option # For PDP- Cost

30

31

32

33

34

35

.36
37

38

39

300 through 319 Do Not Use

14, 300

1,300
4,900
3,061
3,906

Description
Visual 16-inch CRT Display1 & 4

Light Pen

Symbol Generator
1 & 4

1 & 4

Display w/o Tecktronics Scope (#503
Display with Tecktronics Scope (#503)



CARD HANDLING EQUIPMENT

@ ions For PDP- Cost Description

40 1& 4 15,000 Card Punch Control
4 14,900 Card Reader and Control {20041

42

43 1 200 cpm Card Reader and Control

44

45

46

47

48
49

400 through 419 Do Not Use



MAGNETIC TAPE HANDIANG EQUIPMENT

# For PDP- Cost Description
1& 4 18,000 Magnetic Tape Transport50

1 7,500 Magnetic Tape Control Unit
.52 i 38,000 Magnetic Tape Control Unit
53

54 4 7,000 Magnetic Tape Control Unit
55

56 67,500 Magnetic Tape Control Unit
57 4 Magnetic Tape Unit
58

59

500 through 509 Do Not Use
510 1 Block Transfer Tape Control
550 DEC Tape Control
555 DEC Tape

51

Cea abe+ {



PRINTERS AND TYPEWRITERS

For PDP- Cost Description
60

61

62 1&4 72, 800 Line Printer and Control
63 1&4 (300 lpm) High Speed Printer
64

65 4 7,000 Printer-Keyboard and Control
66 1 Teletype Interface Module
67 4 1,950 Relay Buffer
68
69

600 through 6059 Do See use

650 through 679 Do Ni



PAPER TAPE EQUIPMENT

@cction + For PDP- Cost Description
70

71

72

73

74

75 5,000 Perforated Tape Punch and Control76 4 13,900 On-Line, Off-Line Flexo and Logic
thy,77

78
79

710 through 799 Do Not Use



:

March 5, 1963

Radiation Test of PDP-4 and PDP-1Sus:
iw K. Olsen F. Fortin Arthur Hall
JH. Anderson R. Mangsen

S$. Olsen R. Best
N.Mazzarese G. Bell
R. Beckman A, Blumenthal
R. Shields R. Hughes
E. Harwood J. Fadiman

All Computer Engineers

On 1/30/63 and 2/13/63 respectively the PDP-1 and PDP-4 were taken to Acton Lats
for radiation tests. The test methods used were the same in substance as those called out in

MIL+1-26600 (USAF) (a computer testing specification).

The susceptibility of the computers to RFI (from 14KC to 920 MC) was tested with RFI

placed first on the line cord and then radiated toward the computers. Power levels W2re

the maximum attainable with the equipment at Acton Labs. During these tests the computers
were running programs which punched and read tape and typed and which were designed to

come to an error halt if registers or memory were changed by the radiation. No computer
errors were caused by RFI in either computer.

RFI caused by the computers and detectable outside was measured both by antenna and

on the line cord from 14KC to 920 MC. The results are briefly summarized below.

(Details, exact readings and graphs, are available separately for each computer on

reproducable drawings from Arthur Hall.)

PDP-1C-34

Program being used was "Micro - Blast" by Leo Gossel. Program tape, symbolic
listing and write-ups are available from Arthur Hall.

Comments by Frank Fortin:

RFI output, conducted

25 KC high noise level from #735 transformer

RFI output, radiated

14KC noise with [O equipment operating was 4DB higher (due to Punch & Teleprinter)

400 KC Noise was high in the following locations 1€23, 1023.
Noise was very high at E18, 1D2, 12, 1F2, 142 and on a

-15 VDC marginal check lines.
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8MC Typewriter cable was radiating. Noise with Typewriter operating
was 13D higher than with it off.

25MC High noise from 1023 & 1D24 (20DB higher than average)

100MC Computer on but not running 47DB
Checkerboard running 52DB
Checkerboard & !O running 52DB

The computer exceeded thelimits allowed by MIL-I-26600 (USAF) at all frequencies
below 190 MC.

PDP-48-8

Program being used was "Simple Test" by Dit Morse. Program tape, symbolic
listing and write-ups are available from Arthur Hall.

Commenis by Dick Mangsen & Frank Fortin:

RFI output, conductive

25KC High noise from #735 transformer

150KC Reader clutch & brake operation cause noise spike.
to 640KC 20DB above 'average noise

1.4MC High noise in the following areas (IO equip. off)
1A13, 1A14, 1A15, 1B11, 1C11, 1D8, 1D9, 1D14, 1D15
1E1, 1&10, 2C, 3B13
High noise followed the -ISVDC marginal check lines.
Highest noise came from the memory.

2.81MC High noise in PC and timing chain
With computer not running, manual typing causes an increase in
in noise of 20 DB.
Continuous read-in of a tape caused a ]0DB increase in noise.

RFI output, radiated

4.6 MC Noise increase due to manual teleprinter operation; 24 DB

9.1 MC. Noise increase due to manual teleprinter operation; 4 DB

15.1 MC Noise increase due to manual teleprinter operation; 25 DB

Conducted noise levels exceeded mil specs. only when teleprinter was operated.
Radiated noise levels exceeded mil specs. between 150KC and 140MC.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: JOB ALLOCATION, HECHANICAL DESIGN DATE: March 5, 1963
fO: All Engineers FROM: Loren Prentice

Ken Olsen
Stan Olsen
Harlan Anderson
N. Mazzarese

Sandler
Smith

R Maxcy
B . Maroni

Peirce
Crouse
Brackett

WwW. Hindle :

To better acquaint all engineers and management with job responsibility
within the mechanical design department, a memo will be issued periodically
as reguired.

Job number or
Engineer EN number Description % compiete

Scott Miller 1026 New Mag Tape 5%

@
Remote typewriter table 15%

1027 Display 30 shroud 98%

1036 Light pen holder 25%

1095 PDP-4 sales colors - JPL 75%

1136 Hub lable (new) 25%
Reel Package 50%

1177 PDP-5 75%

1178 PDP-3 25%

1184 Variable field light pen 95%

Product identification OPEN



?
Ron Cajolet

Ken FitzGerald

Loren Prentice

2320

1064

1157

1097

2432

1026

1156

5500~-
9051

1023

1000

1053

1051

1000

1000

1000

1136

1097

31 Display Finish DEC Display (some 99%
rework)

31 Display Casting adj. mechanism 10%
Better shock mounts

Automatic layout front end 60%
Module Tester

Dynasert board Finish sketches ~design 60%
aligner control switches (hold)

Honeywell Front end layout 85%
System

Burroughs tape Cabinet layout & indicator 20%
panel (hold)

Incremental Ind. Panel ~-attach cabinet 90%
Platter and table
31 Display Supervise building and 40%

checking prints

Assembly jig for 1914 mounting panels 95%

Paint adhesion on steel components 30%

Drill jigs for standard computer cabinets 70%

Drill jig for classroom modules 80%

New stroke sander machine for sheet metal 20%
shop

Sheet metal, machine, cabinet assembly, and
carpenter shop supervision and administration

Engineering technician tool boxes 85%

555 Tape Unit 75%

Mod. development 75%



1065

1173

1184

Jobs

1016

1151

1165

1179

1180

1181

1182

1086

1064

Large display
PDP-3 computer (24-36 bit)
Variable field light pen

Pending - Unassigned

Memory mounting redesign

Large tape storage

Projection display
Display 30 cast reduction

Camera equipment for 30 display
Camera equipment for 31 display
Electrostatic display development

Holley printer
Eye~ball unit

10%

2%

started

Assigned
Electronic Eng.

A.

T

R.

Blumenthal

Stockebrand

Savell.
R Savell

Savell
R. Savell
R, Savell
R. Savell
R. Savell



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT OUSE COMPUTER PROBLEMS

DATE March 1, 1963

TO Ken Olsen FROM Jack Atwood
Harlan Anderson

ce Stan Olsen
Gordon Bell
Dit Morse
Steve Piner

We have been waiting since January 23, the day of the General Radio
"demonstration, for mailing list listings and labels to be produced
on the PDP-4. The specific projects are

1. A checking copy of the entire list to be used for up-dating
2. Information copies for the present district offices
3. Information copy for the Munich office
4. Special Northern California listing for West Coast office

@ 5. Labels for the next general mailing
Labels for the PEEE show mailing

7. Wabels for the IEEE show mailing
8. Labels for the EBM show mailing
9. Labels for the CNLM show mailing
lo. Labels for the SWIRECO show mailing
ll. Labels for the NST show mailing
12. Labels for the Bell Lahs computer mailing
13. Labels for the NASA~Greenbelt mailing
14. Labels for the Brookhaven mailing
15. Labels for the March PGEC mailing

Previous to January 23, we received labels for the New York portion
of the EEE show mailing. The rest were hand-typed. Since
January 23, we have received only labels for the February PGEC

mailing.
If we are still without service as the dates for Items 6 through 15

come due, we can either take girls off other work and hand~type more

labels or send the list in town for processing. If we take the

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



latter course, it will involve a fair amount of expense for sortingand merging the cards on each run. Z we take the former course, it
ean mean delays in other important work.

The tah room can handle a certain portion of the label printing for
us, but they cannot give us the full print-out of the information on
the cards which we need for Ttama } through 4.
We are also waiting to put our publicity mailing list on the computer.This has been coded in much the same manner as the mailing list, andit ean produce the same type of selected listings or label sets for
any given type of release.
So far we have spent our waiting time hand-typing labels for publicity
releases on the Bell-Morse PGEC talk, Bob Lassen's promotion,
Henry Crouse's promotion, the show, the PEEE show, the NST show,
and three new literature releases. The addressees for each of these
sets of labels had to be individually selected from our list, and
the source documents had to be handled three timas « for selection,
for typing and for proofing.
All 700 labels could have been selected and printed in a matter of
minutes on the PDP-4.

We would like to get the mailing list and publicity list applications
Both will be most helpful to us, both will save a substantialgoing.

amount of time and money, both will enable us to do a better job
with direct mail and publicity, and poth are saleable.
Can you help us?

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 1, 1963

SUBJECT HOUSE COMPUTER PROBLEMS

TO Olsen FROM Jack Atwood
Harlan Anderson
Kn

cc Stan Olsen
Gordon Bell
Dit Morse
Steve Piner

We have been waiting since January 23, the day of the General Radio
"demonstration, for mailing list listings and labels to be produced
on the PDP-4. The specific projects are:

1. A checking copy of the entire list to be used for up-dating
2. Information copies for the present district offices
3. Information copy for the Munich office
4. Special Northern California listing for West Coast office

7. Labels for the IEEE show mailing
8. Labels for the EBM show mailing
9. Labels for the CNLM show mailing
10. Labels for the SWIRECO show mailing
ll. Labels for the NST show mailing
12. Labels for the Bell Labs computer mailing
13. Labels for the NASA-Greenbelt mailing
14. Labels for the Brookhaven mailing
15. Labels for the March PGEC mailing

5. Labels for the next general mailing
6. Labels for the PEEE show mailing

Previous to January 23, we received labels for the New York portion
of the EEE show mailing. The rest were hand-typed. Since
January 23, we have received only labels for the February PGEC

mailing.

@ If we are still without service as the dates for Items 6 through 15

come due, we can either take girls off other work and hand-type more

labels or send the list in town for processing. If we take the

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@ latter course, it will involve a fair amount of expense for sorting
and merging the cards on each run. If we take the former course, it
can mean delays in other important work.

The tab room can handle a certain portion of the label printing for
us, but they cannot give us the full print-out of the information on
the cards which we need for Items 1 through 4.

We are also waiting to put our publicity mailing list on the computer.
This has been coded in much the same manner as the mailing list, and
it can produce the same type of selected listings or label sets for
any given type of release.

So far we have spent our waiting time hand-typing labels for publicity
releases on the Bell-Morse PGEC talk, Bob Lassen's promotion,
Henry Crouse's promotion, the IEEE show, the PEEE show, the NST show,
and three new literature releases. The addressees for each of these
sets of labels had to be individually selected from our list, and
the source documents had to be handled three times - for selection,
for typing and for proofing.

All 700 labels could have been selected and printed in a matter of

6 minutes on the PDP-4.

We would like to get the mailing list and publicity list applications
going. Both will be most helpful to us, both will save a substantial
amount of time and money, both will enable us to do a better job
with direct mail and publicity, and both are saleable.

Can you help us?

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS




